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must be supplemented at the earliest poss'ible moment
by wireless stations.
On land we still depend upon steam railways for
transport, and upon wires for telegraphs and telephones, but their monoeoly will disappear before
the rapid adrnnce of aerial transport and wireless
telegraphy. These developments will not only affect
our civil and commercial life, but will have important functions in our land defence and military
services.

The countries and islands comprising what is
generally known as "Australasia" are virtually dependent upon the sea for the means of continuing
the existence of their civilised communities. The
primary source of wealth in all Australasia arises
from the exchange of our natural products for the
primary or secondary products of other countries.
The safety of our communities is dependent, firstly,
ueon their protection from foreign invasion by sea,
and secondly, upon their military organisations.

Although the civilised world is sounding agonised
cries for uni,·ersal peace, and a method of minimising
the possibility of future wars is within the realm of
probability, any such method, based as it surely
\\'Ould be upon international agreement or a code of
laws, should be supported with sufficient force to
deter the criminal and outlaw among riations. Therefore, the art of defence must be retained and developed, and our young men, or a sufficient proportion
of them, must be suitably trained.

Our advance · and enlightenment are largely dependent upon the Art, Science, and Invention of Europe
and America; not because we are unable to produce
scientists and inventors (sorrie of the best have
originated in Australasia), but because the true
development of science and invention must always be
among the greater populations of the earth where
' fac~lities for observation, intercourse, trial, and
de,·elopment are wider.

In the foregoing we have referred briefly to things
which are of vital interest to every person in Australasia, .and which contain, without the aid of pure
fiction, sufficient of romance and intense interest to
satisfy the desires of the most imaginative reader.

\\'e have grown accustomed to our means of
communication, our links with other centres, which
in the past have existed entirely by sea. Individuals .
Most eeople have grown so accustomed to steamtravel and materials are tnoved from place to place
ships that they have Jost their sense of wonder at
in ships. Mails containing our written and printed
this human triumph. Few pause to think of the
communications with distant peoples are carried in
romantic wonders of science and skill which pave
ships. Our urgent communications eass with lightmade and which control these floating leviathans of
ning speed over cables which lie in the depths of
great speed and with the po\\'er of many thousand
the sea.
horses. Apart from the meagre facts told in our
In addition to our communications by sea, our
daily newspapers we think little about the thousands
transport and mails in steamships, and our cables on
of our fellow beings who spend their lives crossing
the ocean bed, our future communications. and our
and re-crossing the wide oceans in our mercantile
defence will be maintained through that equally
marine or cruising the seas of the world in our naval
old but newly used medium, "the air." The day
vessels. No greater thought is given to the wonders
of fast mail and passenger aeroplane and airship
"·hich bring a message to us "by cable" from our
services is dawning, while our cable communicati ns
friends 12,0GO miles distant, and which we migh t
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read within cwo hours of ; cs origin at rhe other
side of the world.
The majoricy do take 9ome interest in chose
newer marvels of wireless telegraphy and aviation.
These things appeal co our imagination because of
their novelty, and not really because they are any
more wonderful. We are in danger, however, of
losing our interest because we find difficulty in keeping informed of their use and progress, and because
we imagine it is not possible to understand the "how
and why" without some tedious and specialised course
of study.
In the pages of "Sea, Land, and Air" we shall
tell of the works and wonders of the Navy and the
Mercantile Marine, of that marvellous new science
first made practicable by Senatore Marconi and .the
present and future advance of man's efforts to fly
among the clouds; also of the work of those citizen
armies which are fighting for freedom on the
bloody fields of Europe, and those less spectacular
but valuable organisations, such as the Rifle Clubs,
Boy Scouts, Cadet Corps, etcetera.
The very large numbers of eeople who desire to
know and understand more about all these wonders
of science, effort and organisation will find in the
pages of "Sea, Land, and Air" instruction served
in the form of entertainment and relaxation from
the "daily round."
The efforts of the writers of stories and descriptive
articles, of photographers, and of the practical men
in every branch will be placed at the disposal of our
readers. Without the labour of deep study the constant reader of our pages will be sho"·n the mysteries
and unlimited possibilities of aviation and wireless,
the progress and everchanging development of man'$
work upon and under the sea, and the conduct and
efforts of our military or quasi-military organisations
which are so democratic in nature and essentially
different from the autocratic militarism of our
enemies.
The reader will be shown che close relationship
which exists among all these things and their interdependence as well as their importance to the details
of his daily life , and to the future of his country
and his race.
The practical man who is engaged in any of the
services within our scope will noc only gather information from all parts of the world about his own
work, but he also will learn of the close relationship between. his work and the other services. The
t.ecli.nical ma.n and the student will discover delightful
contributions upon the technical
aspects of all
questions.
Our pages will have :rn appeal for the ladies also.
The women of co-day are kecenly interested in the
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man·els of science and engineering, and they are
more particularly attracted by knowledge of the work
of their own brothers and husbands and sons. In
addition to this, however, seace of no mean dimensions will be given to matters of exclusively feminine
interest.
Last, but not least, we seek the interest of the
nsmg generation. Their inquiring and imaginative
minds will be readily attracted by the romantic
realisms of ·which we write, while the educational
value of such subjects cannot be overlooked.
Our
appeal to the young folk will be made even stronger
by the frequent inclusion of clearly written instructional articles and descriptions of how to make such
things as model aeroplanes, wireless stations,
electrical and mechanical ·models, and we shall be
pleased to answer their questions in reference to a ll
such subjects.
In spite of many things which are heard to the
contrary about the present and future of the Australasian countries (we have heard similar things
in and about other new countries when they were at
similar stages of development) we believe wholeheartedly in the people and the future of Australia
and New Zealand and of the outlying portions of
Australasia.
We believe the future is full of
wonderful possibilities, and that the people are equal
to the demands and opportunities which will arise.
There wi]J be dangers both internal and external,
but we are confident that they will be overcome as
they have been overcome in the r,ast by other British
communities.
It is this belief, coupled with the unique scope
which we have for collecting exceptional facts and
valuable information from a]J parts of the world,
which has caused us to face the difficulties of
uublication in these exceptional times.

The "Wireless Press" recently established in Australasia is a branch of an organisation which originated in England some years ago, extended to
America, and is now represented in most of the
Allied countries. Through this organisation we have
available the services of an army of writers and experts in all affairs relating to the Sea, the Land,
and the Air.
The scheme of this magazine has been laid before
our friends in England and America, and we have
the benefit of their experience and advice in commencing and carrying on our work. Their experts
have told us that the · success of "Sea, Land, and
Air" is assured. \Ve also enjoy the honor of "Good
Wishes for Success" expressed by Mr. H. W. Curchin,
the new Commonwealth Superintendent of Ship Construction, as well as those of that gallant gentleman,
Captain John Glossop, late of H.M.A.S. "Sydney."
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STEWING FOR 1918 CAMPAIGN.
MARS CONSIDERS THE GAME JS NOT WHAT IT USED TO BE
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By Ernest T. Fisk.
Wide interest was created by a recent report, published in our newspapers, that one
of a fleet of Zeppelins, returning from a
murder expedition over England, had been
destroyed in France because the wireless
steering arrangements were successfully
confused by the French, and the fleet in
consequence had lost its bearings.
Five or six years ago, many people would
ha \-e looked askance at the man who would
be so bold as to talk of airships making long
rn,;-ages and finding their direction by vvireJules Verne, or that scientific
less.
dreamer, Nikola Tesla, might have written
of such things without endangering their
social position, but no ordinary man would

have been safe in offering such a statement
seriously.
Scie11ce and Engineering, however, mova
forward so rapidly nowadays that the wild
dream of yesterday becomes t,lrn practice of
to-day.
It is indeed a fact that Zeppelins can be,
and are, steered \Yith the aid of wireless
waves. The writer has enjoyed the unique
experience of listening to the wireless
signals of a fleet of Zeppelins while the fleet
was crossing the North Sea en route for
London, during 1916. Even the familiarity
acquired through many y ears of wireless
work in all parts of the world could not pre·
vent a feeling of wonder and expectancy as

OFFICIAL ~lAP O F GE RMAI\Y
SHOWING ARRANG E M E N T O F
ZEPPELIN CONT R O L
S T ATJO\'S.

--~=c~--
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IXTERIOR OF A ZEPPELTX ..\.IRSHIP, SHOWIKG COMPLETE WIRELESS EQT!IPMENT.
WIRE IS SHOWN.

those siguals gre1Y stronger with the shortening distance .
It 1rnuld not be difficult for the lavman to
assume that, in developing those s~pposed
ly peaceful Zeppelin airships of which we
read occasionally in the years prior to 1914,
the Germans, with their over-advertised
thoroughness. would create some special
fMm of wireless apparatus for maintaining
telegraphic communication between the arrships and terra firma, although those who
knew sufficient about wireless practice to
realise the importance of an earth connection prnbabl,'- anticipated some difficulty in
that direction.
It war; not wideh- known, however, that
a verv complete scl;eme of wireless steering
was developed for German airships as early
as 1912. Had the details of that clever
scheme been more :widelv advertised it
would have rendered valu~ble assistance to
the late Earl Roberts in his attempts to
make om nation heed the threatening
danger .
That is the scheme which the Germans
are using to-dav, and which throngh t heir
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commercial greed . the~' unwisely made
known to the technical world.
The details to be unfolded below will
show how completely the arrangement had
been thought out. and will prove that it " ·as
intended for the assistance of airships
voyaging into Russia, F'rance . and across
the North Sea.
It is interesting to note that the Germans
did not make some wonderful scientific discovery, which, after development, suggested the possibility of guiding airships
by wireless.
On the contro,ry, as every well-informed
wireless man will realise, their method
proves that the demand arose before the
supply. The desirability of being able t)
in1ide their raiders at night and at othei·
times wh en t be ordinary methods of position
flnding were useless, led them to confiscate
one of Marconi's valuable discoveries and
apnly it to t he solution of their problem.
In the course of his experiments Marconi:
had discovered in 1909 that if a low
horizontal wire, instead of the familiar overhead wires , is used for radiating ·w ireless
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HOTA HY SWITCHI:\'G ARRA XGEMENT, SHOWING MOVIJ\G
AR11 A:\D FIXED CO'S"NECTJ()NS FOR OTJTSIDE WIRES.
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tion of letters and direction wires, couid
determine which letter gave the loudest
signal, and bhus determine . his direction .
from the sender.
Those experiments appear to have been
successful enough to satisfy the German
military authorities that the method could
be used to assist thei1 cruising airships
because standard apparatus was designed .
and a scheme prepared for erecting directive
stations all round the German frontier and
sea coast.
The accompanying map shows the
stations which were erected. 'l'he arrangement was very thorough, b0cause a corn- :
plete chain of stations was provided with '
not more than 150 miles between anv two
stations. In their final form the app~rahrn
clnd s~at ions were modified, so thab the
directive sign::d s were sent out automatically
without the assistance of a skilled operator.
and the determinat ion of direction at the
receiving statiou was more easily made.
At each sending station one ordinary '
vertical antenna and 32 horizontal wires
wern erected.
Signals from the vertical
wire would be received with equal loudness
in all directions while signals from the

,,.a,·es, the signals are largely confined to
the direction in which the wire is laid.
A receiving station situated in the line of
direction of the horizontal wire will receive
.signals of maximum strength.
Anothe1·
.station situated at 1;ight angles to the
sending wire,
will receive minimum
strength
or
no
signals ;
while
a
station situated in any intermediate direction will receiYe signals of a strength propor tional to the angle of the sending wir2
and the direction of the receiving station.
If a number of horizontal wires are laid out
and a signal sent from l;ach in succession,
it is possible for a receiving station to
determine which wire is pointing towards
itself, becau se the loudest signal will come
from that wire .
Almost immediatelv after J\farconi had
published his inventi'on in England, the
Prussian Ministry of vVorks erected
an experimental station on the Miiggell see , near Berlin, and experimented
\Yi th ::\Iarconi 's
invention for several
mon ths. Horizontal wires wer e lain ir. the
direction of the 32 compass points, and
signals were sent out from each opposite
pair of wires in succession.
A different
ctlphabetic letter was si!malled. from each
:;pair. so that the operator at a receiving
station, knowing the prearranged cornbina-

STOP WATCH, MARKED WITH COMPASS POL'i'T3, FOR
RECEIVING OPERATOR.
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SKETCHES SHOWil\G :-METHOD OF SllPPORTING DIRECTIVE AND NON-DIHECTIVE AERIALS (at !Jot.tom) ;
METHOD OF TAKING A CROSS BEARING (top left) ; DIAGRAM OF IWTARY SEND ER (top right).

lwrizontal wires , which were lain in the
well-lmmvn compass directions, would b~
loud in the directions of the wires an d \,-ea1'
or inaudible at right angles thereto.
Inside the sending station the ends oi
t he exLlernal wires are connected to a
rotating switch (illustrated). This rotating
S\vitch has 33 fixed points, one for each of
the external wires, and a pair of m oving
armR, which are rotated at a uniform speed
by a small motor.
'I'he rotating arm is arranged to cormect
the wireless generator first to t h e nondirective Yertical wire and then to each
opposite pair of horizontal ,,·ires m
,;nccession.
E.-erv time the rotar,- switch makes cont>1ct wi.th the ext.emal v~•ires n signal. representing a dot .i n the Morse code, is made
automahcally by the wireless generator.
These signals are separated one from
another by a uniform time imerYal, and the
switch makes one revolution every 30
seconds.
'l'he operator at the receiving station is
supplied with a stop-watch (illustrated),
the dial of which is marked to correspond
with the directive wires at the sending
;;tations, while the hand makes a complete
revolution every 30 seconds.
\Vith this
apparatus the mode of operation is simple
and easily understood.
'l'he first dot from a sending station, at
t he beginning of the switch revolution, is
radiated from the vertical wire, and gives
equal loudn ess in all directions. This is
termed the time signal.
Then follow the
directive signals, commencing with NorthSouth, and continuing, with the same lll·
terval between each, rounrl the sixteen

directive pairs.
For making an observation from any
particular station the operator, having hi;;
stop watch set to Z* (see illustration),.
listens for the non-directive " time" signal.
The watch is then started and stopped
again when the loudest signal is heard :
the watch hand then indicates the compass
direction of the sending station. Accuracy
of observation is assisted by the fact that
ten eomplete observations can be takt:>n
from one station in five minutes.
The reader will have noticed above that
signals are sent simultaneously from two op posite pairs of directive wires, that is frorn
North and South or from East and \Vest, and
so on. This is done becansc anv horizontal
,1·ire gives equal strength of signals in the
..J i.rection of its length, and consequently it
has two possible directions. This cannot
be overcome ln- the system described in
this article, the~·efore it' vv-rnld not assist to
use the North and South wires or the East
mi,d \Vest wires separately.
The stations are so close together, however, that an airship can always ll'lake
obser vations from hvo stations, and by so
doing the exact position of the r eceiving
station can be marked OD a chart.
The
positions 0£ the sending stations are shown
on the chart, and it is only necessary to
draw a line from each in the directions given
bv the observations. The · intersection of
ti1ose lines shows the exact position 01 vile
Zeppelin.
'l'his is a method commonlv used at sea
for coastal na.-igation where" the compass
bearings of two fixed obj ects on shore are
observed. The fixed objects are found on a
*Z is the initial letter for Zeit, the Cermnn wora
rneaning time.
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chart and the compass directions drawn,
the point of intersection shows the ship's
position.
In nautical language that is
known as taking a ''cross oearing ; '' the
method is shown in one of our illustrations.
The directive effect in the wireiess
system is produced by the aerials of the
sending stations and the receiving station
can use the usual t~·pe of apparatus.
All Zeppelins are equipped with \1cireless
apparatus , both for sending and receiving .
By this means communication is maintained among the several units of a raiding
fleet, and between the fleet and headquarters. Valuable aid is also lent bv the
wireless apparatus 11·hen airships co-operate
with the NavY.
\Vireless aiJparatus for airships differs in
design from that used for other purposes,
because it must be accommodated in a
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limited space, and the total ·w eight must, be
kept lo\\". For the latter purpose, aluminium
is largel,y used for metal parts, and the
electric generators are cfesigned for a high
speed of rotation.
Instead of using an eievated antenna,
such as 11·e are accustomed to in naval and
mercantile vessels and on land, the Zeppelin
has a trailing wire, which ~s unwound from
a 11·inch. '!.'he metal framework of the airship is used as a counterpoise in place of
tlte usual "earth" connect-ion.
The large antennae >Yhich we see at
wireless stations on land and in warships
are impracticable for airships, and the
power used for sending signals is limited by
t.lrnt as well as bv the factors of size und
11·eight. The pow~r used is sufficient, however, to communicate with their bases when
operatin £ over England at night.
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·- - - - -- - - - ----By "Centurion."
"Centurion" rnnks among the for emost 1vnr writers of the day in England . His s tories are
a lways convincing and well-written, and "The Sower of Tares" should ' not disappoint the most
exacting critic. :\part from making fascinating reading, this story is a medium by which the
author skilfully brings under .the notice of the public th e part the British cruiser a nd small craft
play in the present war.

"Eight points· starboard! " called the
lieutenant from the bridge .
"Eight points starboard, sir, ·' chanted the
skipper in antiphon from the wheelhouse as
he glanced at the compass overhead.
As our drifter changed her course, making
a right turn, a pennant fluttered up the flagstaff at a signalling station on our port bow,
paused interrogatively1 at the truck, descended, and then ran up the t.ruck again.
n was the "Pass, friend; all's well" of those
that go down to the sea in ships .
The
exchange of salutations was repeated at the
guardship as we cleared the harbor mouth,
and stood out to sea. The sun glinted on
the brass-work of the six-pounder in our
bows, the sea vvas smooth, and the telegraph was set at full speed ahead.
Om
mizzen sail was fuded, and our masts bare ,
save for the spidery web of · our wireless;
nothing was to be heard except the faint
throb of th'e triple expansion reciprocatina
engines in the bowels of the ship . Our craft
lrnd an ingenuous air, and but for one or two
unobtrusive things might have been putting
out to sea for a quiet trawl among the herrings, as she did in the old days before my
Lords of the Admiralty reql~isitioned h~r
and made her stout, smooth-faced skipper
with the puckered eyes a warrant officer in
the R.:N".V.R. The flaws in the illusion
fi•ere the presence of the six-pounder forward, certain extremely lethal cases under
the bulwarks aft , ~ 1vireless operator
secreted in his dark room rl""'" below , and
the fact that we all wore lifebelts. And 111
the wheelhouse was a small armoury of
rifles .
Still. it seemed extremely like a pleasure
trip, and I settled myself down on the
bridge behind the "dodger" with a leisurely
conviction that I had chosen the quietest
way I could for spending a few da:rn' leave.
The crew moved quietly along the deck
stowing away gear; one of them peeled
potatoes into a bucket outside the galley;
and my friend, the lieutenant, went below
in the chart house to read some cryptic
naval messages and glance at the Admiralty

"monthlv orders." The Admiralty can give
points t~ the War Office in the matter of
periodical literature; you would never look
for a plot in an Army Council Instruction,
but in the Admiralty Orders every order
"tells a story." But if ,vou ask a naval
patrol-man on shore leave, he will answer
you like the needy knife-grinder: "Story?
God bless you, sir, I 'Ye none to tell." The
Admiralty does not loYe story-tellers. This
is noiJ a story.
"Something ahead on the port bow, sir!"
shouted the look-out man forward.
The lieutenant, whose faculty of hear-.
ing, like his faculty of vision, seems to be
abnormally developed, came rushing out of
the chart house, scaled th e bridge laddPr
like a cat, and in two seconds was by my
side . He pulled out a p air of binoculars
from a pocket in the "dodn"'r· · and looked
through them for a mom ent. Then he.ran
to ' the telegraph and put her at slow. At
the same moment one of the crew , without
1vaiting for orders, handed him a rifle from
the_wheel house. No one spoke a word.
About a quarter of a mile ahead, a point
01· two off our course , I sa1,- a dark round
object, bobbing up and down like a -cork.
The lieutenant- got a "bead " on· it, and
J watched him intenth-. The next moment
be lowered his rifle ;md laug11ed.
"It 's only a ship's tub ." he said . "Like
to have a . shot-_ at h ~ ?' ' he added, as he
pumped two cartridges at the vagabond.
One shot fell just short, the other just over.
I saw the ·skipper's eye on me as the lieutenant handed me the rifle , and feeling tl:re
reputation of the junior service was at stake
I did not welcorrie ·the invitation. But luck
1rns with me.
"A hull's eye," said the lieutenant
appro.vingly. · My reputation was iiaved.
"It might have been a float,ing mimo,"
the lieutenant..: explained . ?"One never
knows."
"So that's why we were \vearing these
beast!~- cork jackets, " I said to myself. I
began to understand the Admiralty instruction, that :mu must n eYer stop to pick
15
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anything up. For in these days, things aru
not what they seem, and a tub, a life-buoy,
a sleeper, an upturned boat, all the ingenious flotsam and jetsam of the sea may
be-and often are-merely a trap for the
unwary.
The Admiralty does. not encourage
souvenir hunting.
'iVe only collect two
things-mines and submarines.
We were out on an uncharted sea. ::lo
long as we had kept in the channel swept by
the mine sweepers in the grey dawn om
charts were useful. Once outside it, our
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nothing of the tares sown in the deep, and
the soundings on our charts reveal to us
none of the shoal water of the mine-fields.
Once we leave the fairway kept clear for the
merchantmen, and make for our line of
traffic patrols on point duty, we are like a
reconnoitering party that goes "over the
top" at night. We are out on the No Man's
Land of the sea.
,We were leaving the fairway ntw, we had
altered our course a few points to the south,
steaming in "line
ahead" formation, a
motor launch following us, then anotl1er

WATCHING FOR A SOWER OF TARES.

charts were about as useful to us as one of
Taride's maps would be to a divisional staff
at the Front. Trenches, saps, dumps, listening posts, "strong points," have altered the
geography of the front; floating and
anchored mines have confused the hydrography of the Channel. The soundings on
our charts were more delusive than the
roads and watercourses on a French ordnance map of the Somme. But at the Front
the R.E. can, and do , make new maps for
old, whereas we had to grope in the dark
making the best use we could of our senses.
'T he earth is solid, stable and open to aerial
reconnaissance and survev, the sea is for.
ever shifting and inscrut~ble. We had our
secret staff map of the sea, and very useful
it is for wireless work, but it tells us

drifter, each keeping a distance of about
half a mile apart. If we sighted a periscope to port or starboard, we could suddenly put the helm over and bear down on
it. Steering thus in a bad light, our drifter
had once rammed the masthead of a sunken
ship in mistake for a periscope and scrapeci
her bottom badly, for she never misses a
sporting chance. But our distance was also
a defence formation. One does not march
in column of fours when the enemy batteries have got the range. And when you
are cruising over "No Man's Land of the
Sea'' you must proceed on the assumption
that at any moment you will strike a mine,
in which case it is just as well that Number
One should go to the bottom on her own.
We were Number One.
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But the wwal patrol takes these things
as a matter of course. Down in the bowels
of the ship in the crews' quarters, reached
by a perpendicular iron ladder opening at a
hatchway about the size of a pincushion,
two members of the crew slept like dormice in a blissful "fug."
Next door the
wireless operator, with his receiver to his
ear, was immured in his sound proof box,
calling spirits from over the vasty deep.
Below the engine-room hatch the engineer,
·w ith his eye on his pressure gauges, was
dreamily making apple dumplings out of
cotton waste. If we scraped a mine they
would all be drowned like rats in a holea mine always gets you amidships .
The
skipper would probably go through the roof
of the wheelhouse, and the lieutenant besi.de me wQuld probably execute a number
of graceful gambols in the air like a "flying
pig" from a trench mortar. This had happened to one. of the drifters in that patrol
about a week before i they picked up · one
man, who will never go to sea again, and
the others are all "gohe west."
"They were good men-some of the
best , " said the lieutenant.
As I looked at the cloudless horizon and
smooth sea sparkling in the sun, I reflected
on the treachery of the illusion, and it
occurred to me that of all the risks of active
service, those endured by "auxiliaries" of
the naval patrol were the most unpleasant.
Personally, I prefer the trenches . But the
lieutenant would have none of it . He said,
and obviously thought , that his was a
"cushy" place in comparison . I had heard
a submarine commander to the same effect .
Also my pilot in a Maurice F'arman . It's a
curious fa;ct that every arm of both services
thinks the other arm takes all the risks .
Which is as it should be
The lieutenant was an imperturbably
cheerful person. A perpetual smile dimpled
the corners of his mouth and completed the
illusion of precocious boyhood produced by
his diminutive stature . his frank, ingenious
countenance, laughing blue eyes, and kittenish agility . His face was tanned to the
'Color of newly-dressed leather, but when he
removed his cap the tan was seen to terminate suddenly in a sharp horizontal line on
his forehead, above which the infantile pink
and white of his brow presented a contrast
so i'ltartling as to suggest that he wore the
false scalp of the low-comedian. But the
palms of his hands were as hard as a cobblers , and his muscles like tempered steel.
' l'here were many deficiencies in his kit,
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and seeing me glance at the toes o-f his feet
which peeped .out of his seaboots, he
gravely explained that as the water came in
at the tops, the holes at the toe were useful
to let it out ab the bottom! He was the
only commissioned officer on board, and his
repertoire was extensivt.-lre was commander, gunnery
lieutenant, signalling
officer, and half a dozen other things besides, and he carried in his n.ead all the
secrets, which are many and uomplicated,
of the Admiralty codes and instructions. I
suppose he sometimes slept (though I never
once saw him sleep), for he showed me his
sleeping cabin forward, which I shared, and
it did not escape me that the stove chimney
was red with the rust of sea water to the
height of about five feet-which opened
my eyes to the luxury of his existence in
the winter gales. At one time, early in the
war, he conducted a series of brillit'1nt tacti-
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cal operations against a number of medical
boards who shared a belief amounting to
an infatuation, that a man who , as a result
of an accident in childhood , could not
march a mile without falling out and suffered excruciating ggonies about once a week,
was ''unfit for general service.' ' They know
better now.
Our apprnach to an immediate object iv<"
vrns the o.c casion of a spirited display by the
lientemmt of his gifts as a trapeze artist.
We had run up a hoist 0£ signals as we
neared the line of patrols, and the engines
being put at half sp eed, the lieutenant took ' ·
two signalling flags in his hands like a pair
of Indian clubs and perched himself upon
the rail of the bridge . He twined his calves ,
with simian-like flexib_ility round the uprights, his feet suddenly became prehensile
as he anchored them to the middle rail, and
with his lower limbs thus moored , he pro
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ceeded to hurl his body about in space. His
arms described an arc of about threequarters of a circle with dazzling rapidity as
he executed a series of alphabetic jerks in
the medium of semaphore varied by almost
imperceptible commas and full stops. The11
he paused to take breath.
An ecstatic figure on the other drifter
answered with similar gesticulations, to
which the lieutenant feelingly articulated in
reply.
The interlocutory proceedings of these
knock-about comedians concluded with an
inquiry from the patrol boat, which had
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a certain "CT-boat" which will never make
a land-fall in German waters again. The
Admiralty, which is hard to convince, paid
the "blood-money" over to the lieutenant
a few weeks ago~ and the patrol shared it
out, according to their ratings, like a
herl'ing catch. And there was a ''bumpsupper" at the naval base.
But the
auxi!ial'ies hide their light under a bushel,
and the ladv visitors at a fashionable watering place ai:e still wondering querulously
\Yhy the sea is so lustrously wet-they say
i- 1,eir bathing dresses
won't dry and that
they smell strangely of oil.

This illustration shows the hugP size of the torpedo tulies in comparison with
other parts of the ,·essel.

been on point duty in mid-channel for about
fourteen days, as to the success of a wedding
ashore, at which the lieutenant of our
drifter had assisted as best man.
"A 1. The best man looked lovely,"
signci,l!ed the lieutenant, and we descended
to the.chart room for a mid-day dinner.
He apologised for the menu, which was
simple enough.
I discovered afterwards
that he made it a point of honor to share
the same rations as the crew. The table
appointments were also exiguous, and therP
seemed a shortage of plates.
"They're gone west, sir," said the
orderly with a faint smiie. "That depth
charge did them in.''
I raised my eyebrows interrogatively, and
the lieutenant, by way of explanation, told
a tale. It cannot be told here, ~ut there is

So one more of the 1'hugs of the sea had
been put out of the way, and her crew lie
fathoms deep in the Channel awaiting the
day when the sea gives up its dead.
"Dirty devils, I call then, sir," said the
skipper quietly, smoking his pipe with his
hands thrust into his pockets and a reef
in his jumper as we did a dog-watch together. He was a large stalwart man,
speaking the East Anglian dialect, in which
an "a" frequently does duty for an "e" and
a "w·" for a ','u."
Apart from trtese
phonetic peculiarities he spoke good King's
English, and I noticed that he used none of
the trnculent pidgin-English which by a
curious literary invention so many longsl10remen of letters put into the mouths of
those who go down to the sea in ships.
Your novelist, dealing in words, is so apt
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to mistake strnng la11guage fo r strength of
mind .
The skipper paused and refilled his pipe ;
pursuing some obscure train of thought.
"Then he found speech.
"Did you hear tell of the Belgian Prince,
s ir "/ Aye, everybody has. There's never a
watchdog kept in any ship afloat in 1vhich
t hat story isn't told . I've heard as how every
man in every boarding house in Liiue House
.and 'Frisco and Sydney and Shanghai has
lrnard it. It's gone round the Horn, and
it's gone east of Suez. \Vhy, there's sailormen as doan't know enough to read their
-own discharge note as have got that story
by heart like a chantey. They'll never for.get it till. the Day of Judgment. I'm t.hinking as sailormen are . not yet born that will
be telling the tale round the galley fire at
night long after your and my >vatch is
up.''
_ He paused and gazed out over a "lipper"
.sea., I noticed he had forgotten to ·light his
pipe. "I knew a skipper as had once done
the dirty at sea. No one knew the rights of
it exactly, and the 'Old Man' never lost
his ticket, but the story I heard tell was
that he'd been spoken by a ship flying
signals of distress, and instead of putting
<lown his hellum to stand by, he'd kept on
his course and left her to sink with all hands.
And from that day he never entered a pub
_p arlor, but all the skippers 'ud get up and
lave their glass untouched and walk out,
If they saw him making down street on
their port bow they'd port their helium so
as to give him a wide berth. Never a one
as ever passed the time of day with him
or said 'What's yours?'
And it grew so
.as not a sailor man 'ud sign on if he knew
he had to sail with that skipper; 8ome o'
them would desart at the first port tri1ey
made without waiting to be paid off. They
got the idea as he brought bad luck, like a
R.ussian Finn . And if you once get a notion
Eke that in a sailorman's head, ye'll never
get it out . I've heard tell of that skipper
lrnuling up to 'speak' a ship, and when his
hoist had told the name of his craft the
other one wouldn't so much as dip her ens'n
to wish him 'God-speed.' An' if you're an
outcast at sea, God help you, for the sea 1'!
:a lonesome place. It so preyed on his mind
that he began to see ships flyi~g signals of
<listress abeckoning him-ships as wasn't
there-till one night he put her straight on
FL reef and then went over her bows.
You see, sir, sailormen have 0""\i their share
of original sin, I'm no sFLying they haven't,
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but there 's one 8in i10 sailor dare commit,
for it's the sin against t he Holy Ghost---and that's leaving other men to perish . 'l'he
sea 's shifty enough and t.arrible enough and
treacherous enough as 'tis \vithout nien being .
. '' He did not finish " th~
sentence.
" Well, sir, I'm hanging about
tack and tack instead of trimming my yards
i'or a straight run, but the course I'm steerin' is this; the outla1n-y of that skipper
weren't nothing to the outlawry as awaits ·
the German when he once more weighs
anchor and puts out to sea ."
And he lit his pipe. It seemed to me that
'iis hand shook slightly.
. The_ sun was sinking in t.he west, his light
lmgermg on the headlands. In the east the
sky was a deep blue, fiushed with rose pink,
but nearer the heart of the sun these delicate tints gave place to fleece of ochre, and
these in turn to flames of molten gold. The
next moment the sun seemed to cease
breathing upon the sky, all the colors
swooned and went slowly out, and even the
golden aureole changed to a dull vermilion.
The rocks became silhouettes, the clouds
turned black , and the shoals of rose shadow
on the sea sank out of sight and gaye-place
to a purple bloom. As the sun disappeared
behind the horizon a lingeri~1g ray tinged the
darlding clouds with sih-er surge . .
.With the last expiration of the sun, the
wme-dark sea changed to a leaden hue, and
one by one stars twinkled overhead-the
crescent of the Corona Borealis to Port the
Pleiades to starboard, and over the ~ruck
of our foremast the constel!ation of the
Great Bear. The air grey very cold.
A
great silenc~ encompassed us, broken only
by the lappmg of the water on the ship's
side . Round about us was a 1vaste of
waters stretching away into impenetrable
darkness. All the friendlv rights that auide
the homing ships in tin{es of peace 0 were
out. More than once before this our
drifter, smothered in a fog with no warning
light or siren to guide her, and unable to
take a cross bearing, had found herself caste
ing the lead in thirty-five fathoms right
under the lee of a towering cliff, with only
just time to put her engines full speed
astern . Nothing lightened our darkness except a great beacon, which, elusive as liahtning, winked at intervals through the ni~ht,
revealing the dark silhouette of the motor
launch as she drifted about a mile · awav .
Our isolation was about. as complete ~s '
that of a listening post. We were out in
the No Man's Land of the Sea.

,
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"'l'he letter is-·' said the lieutenant
softly to one of the \Vatch as he passed
along the deck. It was our secret signal in
the event of our bumping up against a destroyer seeking to speak w1tn her adversary
in the gate. If our watch forgot it our
number would be up. \Ve showed no lights,
but hooded lamps, making faint patches of
ra.diance on the deck, were stowed away
under our bulwarks.
Our station was one of the favorite beats
of the German submarines, and we lay there
\\'aiting for the deadly sower of tares, waiting for her as for a thief in the night. From
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led down to the tomb of the wireless
operator, passed up a piece of flimsy-paper
to the lieutenant. He took it into the unlighted chart room, and as I fell over the
table he struck a match, and by its flickering light I saw his face as he read the
message: Hostile submarines in sight.
Course not known. As he read these words
aloud-and others-the match went out. He
grnped in the dark for a locker, detachable
and weighted, and taking something therefrom he invited me to come below. One"!
down in our sleeping cabin he unrolled a
mysterious map under the oil lamp, and
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time to time pale shafts of light terminating in an arc of phosphorescent cloud
crept acress the sky searching for the
secret menace of the air as we were searching for the lurking terror of the sea. Now
and again wraith like ships with all lights
ont stole across the field of our vision, and
sometimes our ears caught the pulsation of
an engine on a ship we could not see.
'l1 irne itself seemed to stand still, and
how long we lay like that I could not tell.
J\lvsterv brooded over our watch. and I
fo~rnd ~yself speaking to the lieutenant in
subdued whispers. Suddenly, one of the
ni.rrn, ascending through the hatclnvay that

putting his finger on one of the squares, he
said, "They're there." Then we went on
deck.
He took an electric signalling lamp, and,
holding it up over the bulwarks, he :flashed
a message to the distant motor launch. A
sequence of :flashes answered it. And once
more we resumea our vigil.
'!'h e night dragged on, the watch was
relieved, the stars changed their stations
as the earth rolled on through interstelbr
space . I sat in the bows gazing into the
m ysterious night, and h earing nothing but
the . whispered soliloquy of the waters
beneath me. The dark-grey silhouette of a
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transport crept by, deeply laden, for the
sound of her propeller never reached me.
'11 hen a barque glided past, but not a
murmur escaped her, nob a sail thrashed,
not a block creaked. They might have been
the ghosts of the murdered ships that lay
fathoms deep below us-deep in the
sepulchral sea. From time to time dark
objects floated by-a packing case, a hatch,
an upturned boat, a derelict sleeper, the
mute and plaintive witnesses to a sinister
and implacable terror, "more fell than
hunger, anguish, or the sea . '' I glanced
down at the waters in which the phosphorous glowed faintly, like pale marigolds,
wondering what tragic secrets their inscrutable depths concealed. There grew on
my drowsy senses a feelirrg that the sea,
as it heaved on its bed beneath the tidal
moon, was talking in its sleep. Faint peals
of sound seemed to animate the watery
depths as though the sea were a belfry .in
which the bell of every foundered ship was
tolling the watches of the night. I heard a
dull tapping on our stern. I went aft, but
could see nothing but the shadowy figure of
one of the deck hands. Then a hollow gasp
like a cork drawn from a bottle came from
our port bow. The next moment a deep
sepulchral cough echoed from amidships, I
looked down through the skylight and sa'v
one of the ship's crew turning uneasily in
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ms sleep. By some strange acous·tic illusion
ms coughing seemed to be commg from the
depths of tne sea. l<;ach illusion was dispelled only to be succeeded by another. A
oiock creaked, the cordage clrnfed, a chain
rattled. And there grew on me a masterful
conviction that we were not alone . I liited
my eyes and they lighted suddenly upon a
qark, boat-shaped object gliding stealtl1ily
past in the current about two hundred yards
away. The next moment the beacon flashed
across the waters rending the veil of night,
and I saw that it-was a ship's life-boat.
Over the gunwhale drooped the body of a
man, the head downwards beneath the extended arms and the hands lapped by the
hungry waters. Across the stern another
head rested with the pallid face turned upwards and gleaming in the cold searching
light. I heard a soft footfall behind me, and
turning, saw the skipper gazing over my
shoulder. The next moment the beacon
went out.
\
One by one the stars paled, diminished,
and disappeared; the surface of the waters
turned from black to a leaden grey, and,
with the first flush of dawn, ·gleamed like
mother-o '-pearl. I looked around me. :Far
as the eye could reach I saw nothing but
the salt, inhospitable, secret sea.
-"Land and .\Vate1:."

A ~HYJIIE OF THE BE2E MACHINE.
Hush-a-bye 2E, up in the blue,
·watched all the time by Archibald's crew,
When the shell bursts the 2E \\'ill fall,
Down will come pilot, obsen·er and all.

*

*

*

A certain young pilot called "Skinner"
At flying was quite a beginner,
For he thought aeroplanes,
Could be made to leap drains,
Till he found his mistake out, the sinner.

THE STO~Y OF A B~ISTOL.
"Seaweed" had a pet machine,
Which none else might fly,
And everywhere that "Sea weed" we1yt,
He kept that Bristol nigh.
He took her for a flight one day,
Yes, right above the ground!
He climbed her several hundred feet
And llew her round and round,
And all went well till came the time
For him to wander home ;
He brought her humming down agaon,
Into the Aerodrome.
Then what a sorr~ sight is seen,
Upon her nose he's standing,
The which may w 1 e,xplain the term,
''A perfect Seaweed landing.''

.THE RUSSIAN . REVOLUTION AND THE
FRENCH REVOLUTION
By Hilaire Be'loc.
The so-called Revolution in Russia, which will eventually place that unfortun:·11e countrv
irreco1·erably under the heel of the Prussian tyrant, is graphicnlly compared, in the following a rticle,
11·ith the great French Revolution, which gave freedom to France and produced the nation which
now commands the admiration of the world. This article first aP.pearecl in that excellent English
journal, .. Land and ·water."
·

In the course of the present war, histori- present is m1douI:itedly the parallel between
oCal parallels are constantly presenting them- the Russian Hevoiution rmd the French
selves_. to the public mind.
Revolution of 130 years ago, which transWhere they have been very general and formed Europe.
very distant, they have been, if applied with
If we allow that parallel to dominate
-caution, and with due elimination of detail,
our thought, we shall lose the 'rnr. It is
/
serviceable.
.For instance, the parallel between the misleading in the highest degree, and it
mislea~s us precisely in M10se points where
present struggle and the second Punic war,
\Ve most require discipline, tenacity, and
though there are vast differences in scale,
vision, and makes ns hope ~Irnt of the Rusboth of time and space, and in object, has
sian
as the French, there "·ill come wisdorn.
:furnished 0 n,e great :i,nva~uable lessonLet us first observe the supe~·ricia.l points
the lesson of tenacity. In the one case, as
in the other, the party inevitably doomed of resemblance.
to defeat enjoyed every preliminary suc_cess,
Both movements arn an attack upon, and
invaded the territory of its opponent . the successful over-setting of, a political
thoroughly, and only failed at last through monarchial machine. Both ha.-e for their
the superior will and tenacity of the ap- motive power the discontent of a \Vhole
parently conquered party.
population, largely an economic discontent,
'rhere have been certain other historical and both use the same phrases with regard
parallels which have proved valuable, for
to political opinion, though the second is
stance, the parallels between (or the identity merely a copy of the first in this respect.
between) the Prussian neglect of inter- In both movements there is an appeal to
national morals under Frederick the Great ideals floating in _ the general mind of
with his invasion of Silesia, and the Prus- Europe, and, as yet, undeveloped. It is
sian neglect of international morals to-day fair to add that both mo.-ements, regarded
with its invasion of Belgium.
apart from their military aspect, lrnve more
The parallels of the past, of blockade by in common than the opponents of the
s ea, have also invariably held.
present Russian Government upheaval
But there have been many more parallels might be willing to grant.
drawn from the past which have been misBut it is the military aspect \Yhich practileading, and more than misleading, highly
cally
determines, because it is for us a
dangerous from the fact bhat the secure
and known history of the past has made matter of life and death, and \Yhen we come
men forecast the immediate future with a to that military aspect, the differences are
,.;ort of certitude, as though they were fundamental.
following a map.
To begin at the beginning. The F rench
The worst of these, undoubtedly, has been Revolution was undoubted in its origin, and
the parallel from old wars of movement. It even at its height, t he movement of a whold
has misled the best brains and the most people generally united and homogeneous.
practised students of war in Europe. This· 'rhis truth has been defined by foreign obwas especially the case in autumn, 1914. servers and students as a whole. and by
Then, the new trench warfare unexpectedly many native historians as well. It is true
developed upon its present enormous scale that the direction of the French Hevolu ·
in the .W est.
tion was in the hands of a minority . It is
There have been other of these false true that the orderly process of direct and
parallels, of which one of the most striking universal voting by plebiscite or referendum
·w as the supposed parallel between the Ger- did not control it. But it is equally t.r ue
man invasion of Poland and the precedent that the nation as a whole had been
of 1812. But the most dangerous at the thoroughly permeated before the revolution

in-
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broke out with the ideals which that revolution set out to rnalise, and it is w~rthy of
remark that, with the exception of western
and highly localised rebellion in V endee and
Brittany every reaction against the revolution was effected in the name of the revolution, and was an honest attempt to realise
its creed. The Girondins would have defined
themselves as the heirs and better representatives of the revolutionary creed than the
Mountain . 'l'he Caesaristic conclusion of the
whole affair was thoroughly alive with its
general tendencies, and the poet who called
Napoleon Robespierre on horseback was
talking sense.
Now, the Russian Revolution has not such
a united nation to deal with, nor a elear
national ideal supporting it. Its direction
is in the hands of men whose ideals are
essentially cosmopolitan, many of whom are
not Russians at all, but have in the pctst
proved their detestation of the Russian
character and regarded themselves as the
victims of that character. The material
with
which
it
deals is
not
one
nation at all.
'l'he Russian Empire,
which it has
overset, was not one
organised people, but an autocracy which
united under its control elements the most
diverse in speech, origin, social tradition,
and religion. The Finns are not Russians at
all. South Russia has elements which we
cannot judge in the West, but which are
certainlv separatist. The Cossacks are an
element apart .
The Poles were a distinct
and separate entity, and the outlying territories to the Soi,1th and to the East in the
Caucarms and beyond, and in Asia, were no
part at all of one united nation . The Jewish
element, very powerful, very numerous, and
in the main German speaking, were something utterly distinct from, and usually
hostile to those whom they now largely
inspire and claim to order.

One Heart, One Brain.
Again, France had in the Revolution one
heart and one brain for its whole organism,
which was Paris. Russia has no such ,centre.
The town which claims to govern is the least
national of all the Russian towns. Paris is
the most national of all the Fr<Bnch towns.
Some sort of parallel might be afforded by
Moscow, if Moscow had been the seat of the
movement and the traditions of Moscow and
the local native leaders of Moscow its inspiration. Petrograd can lay no such claim.
On the contrary, its positicfl is the ver,v
antithesis morally, geographically, and
politically of a national capital. It is an
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extreme frontier town, gathering within it
and intensifying every anti-national mood
and itself the artificial creation-and the
recent creation-of bureaucracy.
Again, the French Revolution set out with
a definite object, with a creed and documents supporting that claim.
Its whole
action was positive. You hate it or you
love it, as you hate or you love an organised
rnligion. In the Russian movement there is
nothing of this. There is a chaos of conflicting negations. There is nothing upon
which you can put your finger and say,
"This is that clear doctrine for which these
men have risen and for which they are
willing to die."
But, undoubtedly, the sharpest contrast
of all, and certainly the one which most
practically concerns ourselves, is the military contrast, and here you have a contrast
of north against south, of plus against
minus.
The French Revolution was launched before the outbreak of the war. The war which
followed upon it was a war, the flaming
motive of which was military success. The
appeal was made to a military nation to resist an invader who had insolently proposed
to dictate domestic policy. The whole revolution naturally turned into a war of
propaganda and of conquest, and the very
nature of the whole thing was bound to become military from the moment that, in
Danto~:s prophecy, "the first bugles should
sound.
'l'he Russian Revolution broke out as a
consequence of defeat. Its extremists were
the opponents of war, and particularly of a
war of national defence. It was bred in a
distaste for- or the hatr~ of-the profession of arms, its intensity was marll::ect
progressively by the denunciation of th6
military spirit.
In France the cliief architect of the
R~volution _was Carnot,
a professional
soldier, whose interests, let alone whose
stoical ideals, were those of a soldier. Read
the movements of the man before Wattignies and see how the mere intellectual
interest of tactics absorbed him. Note how
the songs and the legends of the French Revolution are the songs and legends of arms .:
and mark the passion for military order
which precisely coincides with the most
violent strain of 1794.
The Reign of Terror was essentially
martial law. And if vou consult the motives
of its cruelty, and r~ad in detail the indictments under which its victims suffered, you
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will find the ornrwhelming mass of them to · ents, whose culture has been thought too
be indictments against milit.ary treason or narrow-but who changed the world.
military slackness. Even apart from this
Everyone of the :' leading men in the
military character of the Gallic race and of
French
Revoluti_on is the man trained in .the
its chief modern effort you have the complete reasoning; the intellectual power which · traditions of the French University and in
grasped from the earliest moment of the Lhe spirit of the French bourgeoisie. It was
effort what should be for all of us to-day its the lawyers, the office.::-; of the learned
chief lesson; that a political ideal once cnal- arms, sappers and gunners, the young poets
1enged to battle by an opponent can only be and the young scholars, the local magnates
of the towns, who made the thing, who
realised by decisive victory w the field.
directed it, and who conquered Europe. The
The Russian Revolution does not show modern European society which they
this charact.er, but its exact opposite. Us erected has been in their image, it has
extremists are men who cry for peace, who failed where they lacked breadth and
tell us that the punishment of aggression is magnificence, it has succeeded when the
immoral and who believe or say that an un- strong virtues of their class were needed.
defeated enemy who has already half They were the spokesmen and the captains
crushed the army organisation will, if he is of the whole affair. Napoleon himself was
now propitiated, leave them for the future of them. Rousseau had been of them,
in peace.
Robespierre, Carnot, St. \Just, Danton, the
The characteristic phrase of the French mad l\farat, ever.r name you can choose ·was
11evolution, rhetorical and borrowed from of them.
antiquity, was this: "The Republic does not
There is nothing corresponding to this at
negotiate with an enemy upon the national
\Vhether
soil." Of such a ch11r8cteristic phrase the '111 in the Hussian movement.
Hussian Revolution gives us no echo. There such a class exists m Russia may be
i:> no defining principle capable of producing doubted . That it has come to control the
such an hist,orical sentence. The nearest revolution, if it does exist, can certainly be
thing to it is the re!>roduction of a false and denied.
silly sentence, framed in Berlin, "No anNow, it is unfortunately probable that
nexations and no indemnities." In other
withou-t such homogeneous class direction a
words, no victory.
movement of this kind can neither progress
H is a phrase not onlv of German origin, nor succeed.
but accuratel>· repeated by men for the most
part whose own language in Petrograd is
Lastly, you have the simple truth that
German. It is as though when Verdun had the nation of France at the French Revolufallen in 1792, Danton had said, "No act of tion, through the volunteers and through
wicked violence against our friends the the less articulate action of the peasants,
Emigres and Brunswick." \Vhat he did say joined the general scheme. It was fairly
(and all France echoed him) was something articulate, it was upon the whole united, it
verv different. He said, "'.\Vliat we need is went forward towards a common end, and
Da;ing and -more Daring and ceaseless that end you may see around you in \VestDaring." ·w e ha Ye no such signal from the ern Europe to-day. But of what the mass
east to-day, and we may wait long for it. · of the Russian peasantry may think or
wish to do to-day we hear nothing. The
A less · general examination -ivill show
Revolution in France took arms and conanother charaet.eristic difference between
quered after the national federation. Of such
the two movements, which is, after all, but
natiqnal federation, nay, of so much as a
the natural ·consequence of their spiritual
national convention, we have heard nothinodiversity.
·
in Russia but promises, though many month~
'l'he l<'rencb movement was wholly have passed. ,\ Ve simplv do not know what
directed by men who were the very con- the nation, that interior Russian mass lying
centration of the French people; their centrally among so many other different
essence as it were; that professional middle peoples, the Mm:covy peasantry which is .proclass of the eighteenth century, which has perly described as Russian, thinks or feels
been reproached for the spirit of the Jaco- upon the whole affair. It has not spoken,
bins, whose limited views upon liberty and and as yet no steps have been taken by
which it may be permltted to think .
property have been the jest of their oppon

THE WO:lfEN DD THEIR SHARE.

It is no .exaggeration, but the most sober
truth, to say that but for the women of
Britain and their work, Germ anv would
by now have won the war. Had they failed
to rise to the unprecedented demands which
t heir country made upon them, Britain's
industrial effort would lul\·e collapsed, and
h er armies in the field would haYe been
paralysed.
Millions of men have been
" ·ithdrawn from British industrv to serve
with the colors ; at least fifty per cent. of
the male labor employed in the chemical
and engineering trades has been drafted
into the army; the normal staffs of offices,
factories and rail ways and munition shops
hm·e been stripped to the bone at the
imperious call of war. Had the "·omen of
Britain been unable or unwilling to step
into the vacant places, the war, first los t
in the workshop, \\'Otdd hm·e been finally
lost in the field.
But the women of Britain have not failed.
Rather they haYe taken up their unlooked
tor task w ith an energy, and enthusiasm
and an efficiencv which have been one of
the miracles of ·his ~on« To-dav there are
fully 1,000,000 wome1~ engaged in war
industries, a nd of these more than twothirds are directly employed in the manufacture of . munitions . In shipyards and in
iron foundries , in chemical and engineering
works they are ceaselessly working day
and night. Two years ago two-thirds . of
the .5 00 processes in the making of munitions on which they are now engaged, h ad
never been p erformed bv a woman. The
women of Britain are· putting over the barrage,
· without which their sons, their husbands and. their
brothers could never hope to sh a tter the German
lin es.
But it is not in munition work a lone that the face
of British industry has been transfor med . bv the
extension of women labour. As post ,,·ome1; and
poli ce , as bakers and farm-workers, as motor-drivers

IN A SHIPBUILDING YARD.

a nd 'bus conductors, in almost every occupation of
which the mind can think, British women ·are now
cheerfully "carrying on" while their men-folk are
away.
I,n h er hour of g reatest need Brita in has
called to h er daughters. She has not called in vain.
l31· their industry, their efforts and their heroic
sacrifice, the women of Britain hm·e saved their
country and saved the world.
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INSPECTING A SHELL.

March 15, 1918.

FITTI_NG AND SCREWING THE NOSE BUSH OF A SHELL.

LABORING WORK IN A DRESSING SHOP.

ROUGH-TURNING A SHELL IN A MUNITION FACTORY.

March 15, Hll8.
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BORING WOODEN REELS FOR WI)"lDING BARBED WIRE.

COPPER·BANDING 60 POUND SHRAPNEL SHELL.
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STOKING.

March 15, 1!)18.

CLEARING EARTH EXCAVATBD FOR THE INSTALLATION
OF HYDRAULIC PUMPS.

THE BLACKSMITH.

GREASING.

ATTENDl)\ G THE IRO N H OR SE.

March 15, 1918.
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MAKING FLOATS FOR SEAPLANES.

A 1' WORK IN A Bl1ASS-FITTING SHOP.

30

'.:EA, LA\TD & AIR.

l\farch 10, Hll8.

THE MANt:l'AC'TT'HE OF SEAPLANES- A \ ll:W OF THE DOPE ROOM.

GENERA r. YrnW OF A SEA PLANE FACTORY.

SOME OF LONDON'S POSTWOJ\!EN.

fdarch 15, HW:i.
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LOADING t "P THIC DELIVERY VAN.

A DENTTST.
WOMEN BAKERS.

PUNCHING ANGLES FOR FRENCH SHELTERS.
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ASKING FOR FARES.

March 15, 1818 .

A MESSE)ilGER.

I

CONDUCTING X RAY EXAMINATIOXS.

MA.JUNG CONDENSERS FOR MARINE EKGINES.

March 15, HJ18.

CARRIAGE
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CLE.~NEHS.

33

MOTOR DRIVERS.

THE LONDO.N' WOMEN'S POLICE FORCE.

MACHINING ADMIRALTY ELECTW·'.:'.AL FITTI!\'G>.

34
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A LOCK-KEEPER ON THE RffER THAMES.

March 15, HllS .

STABLE H .Hms AT A REMOUNT DEPOT.

AT WORK ON THE ROADS JN A LONDON SUBURB.

AT \\'ORK IN A }fl'l\ITION FACTORY.

March fo, H:llS.

SEA, LAND & AIR.

wr:;nuw

CLEANERS ABOUT TO COMMENCE WORK.

THE WD<DOW CLEANERS STARTING Or'!.'.

IN CHAHGE OF .\:\' ELECTRIC MOTOR .

35
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PLOUGHING A POTATO F IELD.

FOLLOWING THE HARROW .

.\T WORK ON A PIGGERY.

March lf>, l!.H8.

Intelligence in Naval Warfare
By Archibald Hurd,
Author of "Command of the Sea," etc., etc.
"One da.y a. fleet of ships, supposed to be
that of the enemy, hove in sight. 'l'he signals
were resorted to; but
somehow or
other were not made so well as when made
at their leisure. Geary (the Commander-inChicf of the Channel -Fleet) at last grew impatient, a.nd going up to Kempenfelt (the
first captain of the Fleet) . and laying his
hand gently on his shoulder, exclaimed,
with good-natured earnestness, 'Now, my
dear Kempy, do for God's sake, do, my dear
Kempy, oblige me by throwing your signals
oYerboard and make that which we all
understand, "Bring. the enemy to close
action" '. "* This anecdote illustrajies the
conditions at sea which existed dowli 'to the
outbreak of the Revolutionary \Var. Kempenfelt, who was aftenrnrd to sink in the
Royal George at Spithead, was the pioneer
in naval signalling as it is lmovYn to-da:y,
and experieµced the most bitter opposition
on the part of the senior officers of the
Xavy, who were stoutly opposed to any
change and regarded his system of flag
signalling-which 'nis q·uite simple-as too
complicated to be of practical value.
Probably few of those who are watchin;.~
the progress of events in the greatest naval
'rnr in the history of the world realise fullv
tbe changed condhions, particularly in r~ ·
spect to intelligence, under which hostilities
nre being conducted. At the time of the last
Great War the system of signals employed
at sea, and only recently introduced, was
crnde, and was regarded with suspicion and
distrust by many senior officers; while the
Board of Admiraltv can hardlv be said to
have possessed wha't we should 'r egard as an
intelligence department. In a memorandum
on naval administration, which Admiral· Sir
Charles Middleton prepared in 1794 for the
information of the second Earl Spencer,
''"ho had then recently become First Lord
of the Admiralty, he remarked that "There
is no method. whatever observed in arranging or collecting information, and which is
of the utmost consequence in judging of the
enemy's intentions; no time ougM to be lost
in adopting some plan for this purpose.''
Matters evidently continued in an unsatisfactory state duri.ng the subsequent ten years
of almost uninterru pted war at sea. At the

end of April, 1805, when Middleton, who
had been raised to the peerage as Lord
Barham, became First Lord of the
Admiralty, he constituted himself practically
director of intelligence, besides acting, as
Sir John Knox Laughton has remarked,
"the m11ster-mind and director of the campaign.'' 1Between the Admiralty and the
ports the post-horse, supplemented bv the
r ecently developeP, semaphore system: was
the only means of swift communication, and
the orders of the Admiralty had to be con-

S£:\'ATOUE G. l\fAHCONI, G.O.V.O., LL.D., D.Sc.

Yeyed by small swift-sailingi ships from
Portsmouth, Plymouth, or Deal, as the case
might be, to vessels at sea.
It is not a little remarkable, in view of
the poor methods of conveying intelligence
which were then in vogue, that the Admiralty in London should have managed with
such comparative success to maintain control over the strategical aspect of the war.
:Fortunately, though means of communication were slow, the movements of ships were
far slower. In any event, we were no worse
off than our enemies, and the resourcefulness, seamanship and hardihood of British
officers and m en conferred upon Great Brit ain no mean advantage. The success with
which communications were maintained between the Admiralty Board in Landon and
tbe fl eets engaged in hostilities in far dist:
ant theatres of war constitutes no mean
*"Life of Howe," by Sir John Barrow.
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tribute to the organising ability and mental
powers of the officers of those days .
The victories which were won at sea \Vere
gained not less by the clear thinking and
cultivated intuition of the officers than bv
the courage and dogged pertinacity of th.'"
men under their orders. Yet it is a curim1s

EARLY TYPE OF JVIARCOXI

TR.-1.NSMITTER.

fact that one of the legacies of the period
of the Great \Var is that the seaman manages well enough on board ship, but cannot
be trusted with the administration of irnval
affairs ashore except he lrns o\·er him some
ci'."ilian. The civilian may be a simplemmded country gentleman, dabbling in
"affairs, '' a financier \vho is more at
home on the 'Change; a la"·yer whose
proper sphere of activitv is in the Law
Com:ts, \Vithin or \vithout ' the Bar; or ernn
a man \vho a century ago \Vonld have been
described \vithout intention of offence as a
frades1rn111. In short, it has become an
accepted principle, since the sai.Jors ashore
and the sailors a±LMt achievt!d their triumph
at the Battle of Trafalgar by an exhibition
of their intelligence not less conspicuous
than that of their sailor-like qualities, that
a seaman should not be put in ch arge of the
country's nm·al affairs. Since the end of
1805
Admiral has consequently never
been First Lord of the Admiralt~-, though
in organising ability, politic al perception,
and business-like capacit~', British seamen
are certainly not inferior to the average
politician.
As one reads the story of the naval events
of the period of the G~;eat \Var one is lost
in admiration for the ingenuity which was
·exhibited in overcoming the obstacles which
hindered the collection and exchange of
intelligence and the difficulties which " ·ere
·encountered in communicating orders at sea.
'rhere w>:ts r o electric telegraph. much less
a system of wireless , and signallin g at sei'l
" 'as still in its infan c~· · The " -onder of the

J\Ia rch 15, 1918.

age was the semaphore. An ingenious
Englishman named Edgm'l,.orth had hit upon
the method of passing simple messages
from point to point by means of wooden
arms rising and falling; and the French
adopted his idea. As long ago as 1794 the
French 1vere using the semaphore-meaning
"a sign I bear"-as a means of communication between the capital and the armies on
the frontier. The system was introduced
into Great Britain by a clergyman-Lord
George Murray-who afterwards became
Bishop of St. David's. Lord George Murray
was an inventive genius, and was never
more happy than when working out some
mechanical device.
He was much impressed by the rude semaphore system
which had been developed on the other side
of the Channel, and proposed that it should
be int roduced into Great Britain. He laid his
suggestions before the Admiralty, and, in
accordance with the custom of tbe time, be
\ms introduced into the King's presence and
explained his proposal in detail, with
satisfaetorv results.
In the late ~-ears of the eighteenth century
a series of semaphore stations wa" established, connecting the Admiralty in London
with the officers commanding at Portsmouth ,
Plymouth, and Deal. High points at short
intervals \\ere selected for the construction
of semaphore tmvers. The intervals between ·
the stations varied from five to ten miles.

an

EARLY TYPE OF MARCONI RECEIIBR.

The signalling apparatus consisted of six:
shutters arranged in two frames , and by the
opening or shutting of these over sixty distinct signals could be dispatched. In later
years t,he system \\'as greatly developed by
a scientific seaman of t h e period, Sir H ome
Riggs Popl1>1r>1. This Admiral was keenly
interested in signalling both ashore and
afloat, and he much improved the equipment of t he semaphore towers which had
been erected at the suggestion of Lord
George :Hurray.
In particular Sir Hom&
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Popham brought into use the familiar mast
with two arms, which somewhat resembled
the signal posts now in use on the railways
throughout the world. By this means the
Board of Admiralty in London was able to
transmit and receive naYal messages with
really astonishing rapidity. It is recorded,
for instance, that each day throughout the
year the officers and men in charge of the
semaphore stations stood ready to receive
the Greenwich time signal, and that .it could
be passed to Portsmouth and an acknowledgment received in less than one minute
jf the weather conditions were favorable.
The semaphore, however, could only be used
for short and simple messages, and the
Lords of the Admiralty had to rely upon
the post-horse, travelling at the highest
possible speed from stage to stage, in order
to obtain dispatches from the officers at sea.
The signalling arrangements between the
naval authorities ashore and the officers at
sea were not less rudimentary than ·the
means of communication between ship and
ship, as signals were · passed under great
difficulties. The maritime peoples had very
early realised the necessity of developing
some simple system of signalling at sea, but
the progress was slow. Commander Charles
N. Robinson prepared some years ago an
interesting synopsis of the history of flag
signalling.* Flag signals, he states, wen
employed in the English service in the
thirteenth century for, in the laws of the
period, it was prescribed that a ship wanting
to be towed or to pick up a pilot was to show
a banner. In the naval instructions of 1350
it was directed that if the admiral wished
to summon the captain and masters of the
Fleet, he should do so by hoisting a "banner of council,'' and a flag was to be displayed on the discovery of a supposed
enemy at sea.
'rowards the end of the
sixteenth century some approach to a
regular code seems to have been made, but
it was not until Sir :William Penn drew up
what are known as "the Duke of York's
Fighting Instructions," about 1655, that
signals were incorporated in the regulations.
Even then the only flags used, with one exception, were the ensigns, pendants, and
red, white, and blue flags of command. in
general use for other purposes. The excep. tion was a :ll.ag striµed red and white, which
was used as a signal to chase, and which was
possibly the origin of the United States
ensign.
*"British Fleet."

Lonclon: George Bc·ll and Sons.
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'rhis code of James II. continued in use,
Commander Robinson add~, until the close
of the American \Var, when a Mr.
1\IcArthur, secretary to Lora Hood in the
West Indies, turned his attention to the subject. He devised a plan by which, instead
of the complicated and unwieldy method of
showina the flags in particular positions on
the rig;ing, he proposed to simplify matters
by using more flags and showing them in
combination. His plan was not at once
adopted, for Lord Howe had also drawn up
a code; but wheµ this was ordered to be
tried experimentally by a squadron under
the command of Lord Hood, McArthur
suggested from his old cone a number. of
additions and alterations, the value of which
were demonstrated by the experience tJrnn
gained. From a plan suggested by Admiral
Kempenfelt, McArthur also compiled a eod_e
of night signals, and these two codes came
into use in 1792-3, and were known as Lord
Howe's signals. They were used up to the
time of Trafalgal', when Sir Home Poph~m'.s
code was substituted, and upon this 1s
based the system now in use.
It was many years, however, before the
Navy advanced beyond the simple system of
flag signalling, which Admiral Kempenfelt
had developed and endeavored for many
years without success to get the Navy to
adopt. The senior officers of the Fleet were
distrustful of innovations, fearing confusion
and disaster. But the younger men were
keen for some improved method.
In a
letter to Admiral Sir Charles Middleton,
afterwards Lord Barham, Captain Philip
Patton,* on October 29th, 1786, wrote: "I
have turned my whole attention to signals,
of which almost every action (in the) last
war proved the miserable confusion and inefficiencv." In the "Letters of Lord Barham," published by the Navy Records
Society,
appears this
sailor's severe
criticism of the system of signals prepared
bv Lord Hood. He declared that, "If no
,;ritten or printed directions or explanations
attend them, many parts are far from
being sufficiently clear," and he added that
the plan "is defective and liable to many
objections, the principal of w.tneh are that
it requires too rnany flags, above thirty
being necessary." After embarking on other
specific criticisms, Middleton concluded
that "the night and fog signals are amongst
the worst I ever saw, and would be productive of certain separation." In a later
letter, also addressed, to Captain Patton,
'k

Great-grandfather of Admiral Sir John Jellicoe.
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the seaman who was to preside over the
Admiraltv in after vears and obtain some
of - the "reflected glory of Nelson's last
victory, remarked:"The more I consider the situation of the
F'leet the more I am convinced of the necessity of confining your movements to the old
Fighting Instructions, and which are certa.inly better adapted to fleets who fight on
an equality than the more modern craze.
Simple movements, with the assistance of
good leading ships, are within the reach of
the meanest capacity; but when additional
signals are given out without system or
order, as I am afraid is the case with all
those I have yet seen, it must only bewilder the judgment and increase the confusion.
All I fear at present is the
confusion of our signals. but however bad
they may prove they will do no harm if left
to sleep; and, however ignorant our commanders may be at setting out, their seamanship will give them great advantages
in forming and keeping the line as soon as
they have been practised so as to understand
it."
Rather more than ten years later Earl
St. Vincent, Admiral Sir ·J ohn Jervis as he
then was, revealed in a letter to the First
Lord of the Admiralty, Lord Spencer, that
even at that date, when the Revolutionarv
\Var \Yasin progress, full advantage was n~t

C'APTl-RED Sl'RMARINE, EQrIPPED WITH WIRELESS.

I

ANOTHER GNDERWATIR CRAFT PROVIDED WITH THE

MARCONI INYENTION.
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ueing taken of even the limited' assistance
which the simple flags the11 in use could
render. \\Then numerary signal flags were
introduced by Howe just before the opening
of the war flagships only were provided with
complete sets , and other vessels possessed
nothing but answering flags. Jervis made
this a subject of complaint to the First
Lord, and added that, "My opinion always
has been that every ship in the Navy should
be furnished with them , as is the usage in
the French and Spanish Navies . "
On the eve o'f Trafalgar, though, owing
to the pertinacity of Sir Home Popham,
considerable progress had been made in
sig1rnlling, it is evident · that Nelson in
approaching his hour of destiny had an uneasv mind on the rnatter . In the course of
his brilliant career he had experienced
annoyance and mortili'C'abion, owing to the
confusion
wfiich
frequently
prevailed
through the unsatisfactory methods of
communicating from ship to ship. On his
return from his chase of the Combined
Fleet , Nelson appears to have been preoccupied with the question of signalling. Sir
J olm Barrow states that the morning of the
Admiral's last day in London was spent at
the Admiralty making enquiries as to a code
of signals, just then improved and enlarged .
]farrow was at that time Second Secretary
to the Admimlty, having been appointed to
that office- which he was to hold for fortv
years-in 1804. "I assured him," Barrm;,
states, "they were all but ready; that he
should not be disappointed, and that I
would bke care they were at Portsmouth
the following morning." Nelson 's anxiety
was not (jUieted by this assurance, and the
same evening, just before leaving for his
home at Merton, the Admiral called again
at the Admiralty and was gratified to find
Barrow actually engaged in preparing them
for dispatch to Portsmouth. "I pledged
myself,'' Barrow· records, ''not to leave the
office until a messenger was dispatched with
the signals, should the post have departed.
and that he might rely on their being at
Portsmouth the following morning. On this
he shook hands with me
and he
departed' apparently more than usually
cheerful."
Commenting upon this historical incident,
Mr. J11lirm S . Corbett says* that "What
N elRon wns so anxious to have wns the
farnous code which he was soon to immortv

·* "The Campaign
Longmans,

of

Trafalgar."

London :
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<f,Lse, entitled "Telegraphic Signals or
Marine Vocabulary," the recent invention of
Sir Home Popham. As yet it had not been
fully adopted into the Service, but at the
outbreak of the war in 1803 it had been so
f~r recognised as to be issued to ships of the
lme. t
Apparently it had been issued to
Keith's cruiser squadron, where the inventor
had been using it with great success. Under
Popham 's direction, indeed, it proved so
great a convenience, especially in bad
weather, when personal communication was
impossible, that its value could no longer
be doLibted. Accordingly, during the time
Nelson was being consulted by Barham, it
was decided, apparently in some haste,
that every ship should ha,ve a copv, and the
decision seems closely related td the new
system of cruising.
. When _Admiral Sir John J ellicoe took up
lm; appo111tment its Commander-in-Chief of
the Grand .Fleet his mind was filled with no
such anxiety as worried Nelson on his last
day .in London.
The Navy has now many well-developed
systems of signaJljng. Flags or pennants ,
the ::;enrnpl10re, flashing signals or rockets
are employed, or, on the other hand, fog
hor~1s, steam whistles, syrens and gum;.
Owmg to the researches of Vice-Admiral
Philip Colomb, the Navy obtained an admirable method of signalling by flashes on the
"' dot and dash" system . The number of
flags which form a "set" in the naval code
are
fifty-eight,
comprising twenty-six
alphabetical flags, ten num eral flags, sixteen pendants, and six special flags. Adrniral
Sir Cyprian Bridge* records that, although
flag signalling is a slo\v method .compared
with others, a fair" rate · can ·be obtained
with practice .
For example, 11t signal in volving 162 separate hoists has been ret Nelson had certainly used it to communicate wi th
his battleship · captains (see, e.g., his Jetter to Hargood on August 5th, Nicolas, viii., 3). In saying
the code had just been improved and enlarged, Barr ~v 's memory must have deceived him.
According
to the Introduction and successive Prefaces to the
work, the first edilion was privately printed in 1800,
and was used by Popham in the Baltic, principally
for communicating between his ship, the Romney 50,
off Copenhagen, and Admiral Dickson at Elsinore ..
Later on he used it in the Red Sea, and by the
encouragement of Lord Spencer, then' Firs·t Lord, he
prepared a new ed ition when he came home, adding
two new parls. P:irt I. (the ol<l edi l ion) had about
1,000 words ; Part I I. added about 1,000 more, and
Par! I.IT. a number of phrases and sentences. Thi s
r'dil ion was in quarto and issued in 1803. Up to
1809 there were several reprinls in a cheaper octave.
form, but no additions or changes were made .
*"Encyclopaedia Britannlca,n 11th Edition, Vol. 25.
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pcated at sight by thirteen ships in company
in 76 minutes. On the other hand, a signal
of 350 words has been signalled by semaphore to as many as 21 ships simultaneously
at the rate of 17 words a minute. In a clear
atmosphere a semaphore message can be
read at a distance of 16 to 18 miles. In
recent years, however, electricity has
worked great changes in the Navy's methods
of long-distance signalling, and a visitor to
the Grand Fleet even during the hours of
daylight meets the challenging flash of the
searchlight passing down the lines-the
signals of a senior officer.

THE LONG LATTICE MAST m' A HIGH POWER WIRELESS
STATION. This illustration is doubly · interesting, insofar
as a Seaplane is transfixed near the top. Inset we have (1)
a view of the plane, and (2) Seaman Rath, who received the
Albert Medal for his gallantry in rescuing the seaplane
pilot from his perilous perch.

But the most momentous change in
methods of communication was brought
about by the invention of Wireless Telegraphy. What would Lord Barham sa.r
could he visit the Admiralty to-day and converse with the :First Sea Lord. In his day
Barham was hesitating as to the wisdom of
employing flag signals at sea. To-day he
would find that the officer who fills the
position of First Sea Lord, which lrn ocm1
pied in 1794 - ~5, can communicate over vast
distances without t,he use of flags, serna pl10res, or oven telegraph wires. How this
veteran sailor of the Great War, whose last
conversation with Nelson was apparently
devoted to the then revolutionary code en-
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tiLleJ
"Telegraphic Signals or Marine
Vocabulary,'' would open his eyes in wonder
a1 the marvels which are now worked owing
to Senat-0re J\farconi's researches, and whid1
i1ave so soon become the commonplaces of
om day! He would be dumb with amaze
ment at the statement that in the opening
days of the war the Germans, by a wireless
message from a home station, had been
able to send a message into the farthest
recesses even of the Pacific Ocean, warning
merchant vessels to proceed at once to bhe
nearest neutral port, in order to avoid
capture. He would find it difficult to be·
lieve that any means existed enabling 80 per
0ent . of Germanv's mercantile fleet to be
thus saved from ~apture or destruction. His
attention might be directed to the mysterious wires l'aised above the Admiralty build·
ing, catching the faintest whisper carried by
the ether to the wireless room below; he
would stand transfixed with astonishmeut a::;
he w.itnessed messages being dispatched and
received, enabling what .practically amount
to conversations to be conducted between
the members of the Board of Admiraltv and
the Admirals commanding at sea.* t'And
can you use wireless for the strategical dispositions of the Fleet in accordance with the
constantly changing political and naval
situation'?" he might enquire.
He would
be assured that the new method of communication, so· rapid, so mysterious , and so
certain, could be employed not only between
the Admiralty and the commanders at sea,
but between ships of all descriptions,
whether naval or mercantile, and that by
this method the enemy, besieged by sea as
by land , and cut off from all cable communication, was able to shout out a daily
budget of news and views to the world.
Nor is that all . The old First Lord might
be told that the crude inventions with which
Admiral Sir Sidney Smith worried him on
the eve of Trafalg~r had since been developed to something approaching perfection . His mind would travel back to the
middle of October, 1805 , when he received
a letter at the Admiralty from Lord Keith,
then in command of the Fleet in the Downs:
' ·I returned from ·w aimer this morning, ''
the Admiral wrote, "where I had met Lord
Castlereagh, Mr. Pitt, Sir S. Smith, Mr.
Frnnci.s (presumably the pseudonym of
·* This developm ent o.f control has greatly increase<:!
Lhe responsibility of the Admiralty and rendered it
more than ever necessary that the supreme direction
of naval operations should be in the most skilful
hands.
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Fulton, the American engineer, who · ha<r- by a ruthless and cruel enemy into his sercome to this country with his plans of a , ice, it has also proved a source of strength
submarine), and Mr. Congreve. The plans to the .Fleets, naval and mercantile, which
seemed determined upon, and I was onl.Y defend and supply the needs of the widely
asked about the means of puttiug thern into distributed populations of the greatest
execution. Sir Sidney seemed to have only 1£mpire whicl1 has ever been.
one wish / which is to get all the force on this
-Archibald Hurd.
coast put under his direction, to create au
'eclat' in the papers; Mr. Francis is full
THE CLIPPER.
of coffers, carcasses, a11d submarine boats,
which will not answer here; and Mr. Con
greve, who is ingenious, is wholly wrapt Once she sailed from Bristol Port,
up in rockets, from which I expect little
A gallant ship was she,
success, for Mr. Congreve has no idea of 'From truck to keelson trim and taut,
the means of applying them professionally.''
Bound for the China Sea.
It Lord Barham could enter the Admiralty
Yo! Ho!
to-day he would learn that the submarine
Aloft and Alow,
boat had become the only active agent of
Pride .of the ocean was she.
German naval power. In pitying silence he
would read the record of this new piracy and But one day a steamer came,
note the hundreds of men, w_o men, and
Squat and blaek and square,
children who have been sent to their Runs in half the time, her claim,
death by an enemy employing the latest
W eat.h er foul or fair .·
triumphs of physical science in furtherance
Yo! Ho!
of methods of barbarism which the aged
Let her go,
admiral more than a hundred years ago be:
She has done her share.
lieved to have been banished for all time.
Lord Barham would be told ths,t these Stripp'd of gear, her spars unshipp'd,
deYilish craft, small as they are in relation
Her gleaming copper gone, •
to the huge capital shipR of the Gr::rnd Fleet. Like roaming birdt whose wing;;; n,re c·lipp 'd
have been provided with wireless installaShe seemed a thing forlorn.
tions, en<1bling them to listen to the goftsi ,)
Sad and slow,
of the seas, and also to issue messages lur ·
A hulk in tow,
ing innocent merchant sl1ips to certain
Her sailing days are done .
destruetion by the deadly torpedo .
Bnt Lord Barham would be consoled - But when her end was near, indeed,
'I'he breakers' yard her fate, .
when he learnt that, largely by means of
wireless telegraphy, every enemy ship, The call went out in England';;; need
'I'hat she must bear a freight .
naval and mercB.ntile, had been S'>Nept from
Old or new,
the seB.s, imd that. save for the submarine
Stauneh and true,
-a diminishing peril, also, in part owing to
Must dare the "U" boats' hate.
"ireless telegraphy-the country he served
so well enjovs command of the ocean
routes of the" world.
He would obtain They docked and scraped her, i>hen, of
course,
fnrther consolation from the knowledge that
They painted her with grey,
wireless telegraphy had proved a merciful
aaent in war as in peace in the saving of And shoved a Diesel thousand horRe
Into her hold one day.
h7iman life. Whenever a ship is in danger ,
Spinning screw,
he would be told, a cry for help is sent out
To ram her through,
bv the wireless operator, and if another
Watch her under weigh.
v~ssel he within convenient distanee she
]11uries with all the speed which steam can
develop to the aid of those in peril. . The B:v mine or submarine, maybe,
She'll find a grave below; ·
sailor First Lord who ruled the Admiralty
and the Nrwy with an iron lumd during the Maybe she'll flaunt the ensign free
Through threat of wave or foe,
Great War · would leave the Adrniraltv
Walk her round,
building, it may he, with thonghts confused,
She's outward bound,
but with · a dawning eonviction that.
Here's luck, old ship-Oheero !
though wireless telegraphy has been pressed

Jcqaboo I
By Ethel Turner.

(Mrs. H. R. Curlewis.)
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Specially written for "Sea, Land, and Air."
Life was an abysmal depth of misery-a
hollow and unsatisfying pageant.
Moira
stared at it with the wretchedest eyes.
When you are only eight and stare at the
abysmal depths or the hollow pageants of
life you generally do it lying face downwards on the grass, kicking monotonously
meantime with the toes of your shoes on
the ground. If you happen to be wearing
your most. cherished and expensive shoes at
the moment, and realise quite well that you
are making holes ir1 them, it is a subtle
comfort to you; you are in this way getting
square with the abyss and the hollowness.
"Hullo, ·what's to pay?" said a voice.
The small ~irl sat up and shook bits of
grass from her hair and eyebrows; had there
been time she would have bolted in con tinently round the corner of the tennis court,
for at. eight you are very sensitive about
being caught, with your face all blotched
with tears, by a man who has jnst come
back from the war with one of his sleeves
hanging empty.
"No one's in; you'd be.ttel' go away," was
her mnflfod greeting, and .:;he twist.e-d her
wet face out of sight.
"So the maid told me," Captain Danby
said, "I'd nothing to do, though, so I
thought I'd come round and have a look
at the old court and smoke a r;"aret'=B. I 'm
not in your way, am I?.,
H e was standing just over her, his- quiet.
scarred face and understanding eyes looking down. She put a sudden arm round the
khaki leg nearest to her and squeezed it
tightly; all in the space of a second she
knew what that empty sleeve meant to the
high-spirited, athletic fellow who had once
been the best player of all who used to come
to her sister's parties.
Then she shook
back her hair and rubbed her face
vigorously.
"I'm not really crying," she said. For it
struck her now as a cowardly, ridiculous sort
of thing to be doing while there were
terrible things like war and emp~y sleeves
in life.
"Oh, but you were, you know,''. said
Drinhy, and threw himself down on the grass
14

beside her, "crying quarts, so you'd better
tell m e all about it. Go on, old chap, you're
sorry for me, let me be sorry for you. Tell
me al) about it.''
Oh, the comfortable thing it was to sit
right in the circle of the one arm and pour
out the bitter woe that had so long surged in
her breast. It was not a woe you could tell
to your mother or father, or your big sister;
they lived too close to you-they would
have found it impossible to realise the importance of it. But this man with the h::.1£wistful, u~derstanding eyiii.i>, who was treat-ing her as a fellowman!
Her tears flowed afresh.
"He-says I'm a girl-always!" she said,
itnd added for
necessary
elucidation,
"Scooter."
"Let's see," said the captain and sought.
for a secon d through massed memories of
cold, and mud and hellish sights and noises
aud hospitals for a memory of Scooter. A
faithful brain cell yielded
it almost
instantly .
"Oh, yes , Scooter, a little chap who used
to stand on his h ead or turn a Catherine
wheel on the court while we had tea."
"He's not little," said Moira, dejected!:-.-,
"he's a head taller than me."
"But he's older, isn't he?"
"No, " mournfully, "we 're twins.
But
that 's how it is with Scooter, he says he
does everything better than I do."
"Hum. A young gentleman with an
opinion of himself, I take it," said Danby.
Moira was an intensely honest little soul.
"He really can do things," she admitted,
"you ought to see him go up one side of the
door and hang down over the top and turn
the handle the other side.''
"And can't you? I remember I used to
be able to do that. It wasn't very hard. "
"No," sorrowfully, "mother wouldn't let
me try it any more after I nearly broke my
nose twice."
·
''And my friend, Scooter, rubs it in, I
take it, that you lack this accomplishment ?"
"Oh, yes."
"Hnm."
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"He really can do things, though. Used
you to be able to open your legs wide and
then b~nd down and put your head betwefrn
them?
"I can't lay claim to that, I'm afraid. I
was a stiff-jointed chap, I remember.
Scooter can do that, can her-'
"Oh, yes, rather. And when I have
Nellie and Flossie to tea down here he
takes no notice of any of us but he goes
a little way off and does it, and it makes
you feel-oh, you know how it makes you
feel."
"Rather," said Danby, with intense
Rvrnpathy, "Small, crushed, hardly worthy
t~ exist.''
"Yes," said Moira eagerly, "that's just
exactly it. I mind most for Nellie and
Flossie. Nellie tried to do it one dfty, but
he burst out laughing and said, 'As if a girl
could!'"
"And where is this excellent young
gentleman this afternoon?''
"I thought he was going to let me go with
him to the pool-everyone of the others is
out.
He let me catch him some worms
rmd ask Maria for the jam tarts that were
left from lunch-though I know mother
meant them to serve to-morrow. And he let.
me carry the things half way there, and
then he saw that horrid boy Moore coming
and he said I was only a girl and couldn't
reall~· fish, and he sent me back."
"Hum. I see. Isn't there anything you
You 're twins,
can do as well aR he can?
vou sav. Are you behind him in evervtbing?;,
·
~ ··
"Ob, things like lessons. I'm past him
In those, of course.
But he says lessons
don't count ."
"I see . Anything else? Think hard of
your own virtues. The first thing I learnt
in camp was when squashed sit up quickly
It seems to
and blow yourself out again.
me you are inviting that young man to flatten you completely. Can't you really think
of some things in vvhich you excel this
Scooter?"
A sudden sparkle of returning animation
showed in Moira's eyes; memories of certain superior powers, long crushed by the
small dominant male c---~ - - ~~ her elbow,
came in a rush.
"I can stand dentists better," she said,
"an' it hurts me just as much, though he
says it doesn't . He makes an awful fuss.
Once he got right out of the chair and
rushed to the gate."
"Ah, this is interesting. "
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"And I take castor oil much better. 1£
you've got to, you've got. ro, haven ·t you?
But he's simply awful.
Poor mother's
quite knocked up before she gets it down his
throat.. Oh, and I can run quite as fast;
::;ometimes I beat him, but. he says running
doesn't count."
"I see."
The cigarette was smoked, followed by n
second and third, then the family returned.
including the redoubtable Scooter, and the
khnki figure was claimed by the grown-ups,
while Moira, with the fascinating facility of
eight years old, clean forgot the abysmal
depths of the misery of life in helping
Scooter to count his tiny fish .
But Danby by no means forgot that sud den loving grip, and that pair of drenched
eyes that had looked up at him.
He rang up to nsk might two little girl
friends of his come to tea with Moira th e
next time that Flossie and Nellie were coming. They were staying at his hotel for a
short time, he said, and seemed very
lonely.
"You'd think a chnp like that wouldn't
want to bring girls with him," said Scooter,
much disappointed in his hero's conduct.
"Yon'd think he'd bring boys."
But girls it was . When Scooter came in
from school one afternoon he found Danb\'
in the drawing room at tea with the grownups, but down at the tennis court there was
the domesticated sight, often curiously irritating to the fierce young male, of five little
girls sitting at a low table engaged in the
peaceable occupation of giving tea out of
miscroscopic cups and saucers to five dolls.
Nellie and Flossie he recognised swiftly
without takiug the faintest notice of them;
he had long had them subdued; the newcomers he despised instantly, they looked so
soft and' bendable and were so small and
were dressed so exactly to match each
other in short tunics of tussore silk, with
tan silk socks and sandals, and big bows
of tan ribbon on their dark hair, which was
cut in the short, square, American fashion.
Moira called to him in a nervous, con ciliatory tone-there are so many ways in
which a hostile, small brother can make
himself unpleasant round and about a dolls'
tea-party .
"It's Vera and Violet, Scooter," she said
deprecatingl:v, "an' we've got choc'lates,
have some?"
'scooter in truth would have liked some
very much , but to take them did not fit in
with his attitude of lordly disdain. He mad'J
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as if he had not heard and merely produced
a locust from his pocket and absorbed himself in making it whirr.
However wlwu tlw tea-party foll lieart
awl soul to' iL8 ow11 illterests again hi8 prerogative suemctl cl.iallunged, alld he clearutl
his throat a little, and made the nm to
jump the tennis net. .
.
"Watuh him!" said Nellie, wl!om he had
subjugated to loudly admiring his deeds of
prowess, "he does it so b_eautifully."
It was intensely annoymg that he should
have caught his foot in the. net and ~ade a
clumsy mess of it.
Glancing back m the
hope that the tea-table had not after all
been looking at him he found both Ver_a
and Violet gravely watching him. He _bit
his lip and walked at once to the slopmg
white railing that fenced in a bank at t?e
side of the court and began to walk up it,
balancing himself with his outstretched
arms.
"0-o-oh," said Nellie, to enhance the
deed "o-o-oh I know he '11 ±all."
H~ did fall' that very instant and into a
shrub that pricked abominably. As he extricated himself he fancied he saw a
glanrrn pass between. Ve~a and Violet. A
very mine vvas fired ~n his soul. He went
closer to the table and threw a handspring. It was an excellent one, one of his
very best; this time he did not gla~ce at the
visitors but at once stood on his head.
"Oh,' doesn't he do it be-au~tifully,"
piped tlrnt little sycophant, Nellie! but
through the hot blood that filled his eyes
almost to bursting he saw the faces of Vera
and Violet absolutely inexpressive of the
slightest admiration.
Desperately he
ttirned two Catherine wheels and still they
kept entirely calm.
. ,,
.
"I'd like to see you do it, he said
furiously, as soon as he could command
his voice.
"We are having tea or else we would,
woUTd:n't we, Violet?" said Vera, and composedly drank np a cnp of the doHs' tea ..
"Yes," said Violet , "the grass is so mce
and soft.''
"You little sillies!" said Scooter, cont.emptuously . "Have a try, that's all!"
Vera rose to her feet and slowly laid down
her doll. Violet did the same.
"Let's sec; what is it you do first 9 " Vera
said sleepily.
"Stand on your head," said the boy,
gruffly.
.
"'\"Ve could take our tunics off," Violet
said, consideringly, and they unbuttoned
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those brief garments, laid them neatly
aside with their sandals and faced each
other clad in tussore bloomers and sleeveless
bodiueio.
" Does it lrnrt .)'Olll" head u1ud1 (" iuquired
Vera, turning 011 11im a moment the irmoceut
look of a baby.
"'l'ry," he said grimly.
'l'wo little dark heads touched the· ground
- two little pairs of legs twinkled a moment
in the air and were still. And then-was the
world falling down about the tennis court '
this mild, summer afternoon? Was he in
the middle of some stupefying dream?
Vera went off in one direction across the
court, turning, not two Catherine wheels
which were his own extreme limit and the
result of terrific efforts, but seven or eight,
while Violet did exactly the same in the
other direction, both ~heeling midway in
their courses until they met again, leapt up
to their feet, laughed, and kissed their
hands to him.
Then Violet stretched her
legs wide apart, bent, not forward, but
actually backwards and showed her face be·
tween her knees, and Vera did the same ;
this was a mere preliminary to further
things, a sort. of jovial greeting to each
other, for on springing back to normal,
Vera, the smaller child, leapt on to the upturned palms of Violet and was raised
higher and higher until a column, eight
or nine feet high of little girls in tussore
bloomers and tan hair-ribbons towered on
high. They kissed the ground-backwards
-- they ran lightly along the sloping white
railing from which he had fallen- and they
did hot fall; but they showed him that they
remembered he had fallen by laughing
cruelly when they came to the prickly bush.
They swung themselves up to the top of the
strong iron arch that made the entrance to
the court, and they hung head downwards
from it bv their toes, and whirled their
bodies roi'.ind it and caught at each other's
heels and swung, and- and- and!
It went on for ten minutes, ten stupefying, paralysing minutes; then Violet held
up a warning hand to her sister.
"That's enough," she said, "or we'll be
tired for the show to-night."
"'But the nice soldier-man's paying us
such a lot," protested Vera in a low tone.
Violet was a harder woman of affairs.
"We agreed for five minutes," she said,
"we've given him quite ten. It's not as
if there were a season coming from him. ''
(Concluded on Page 65.)

'

Our

Maritime Peril.
(By 0. M. Bagot.)

Better ships, more passengers, mo.re pa.s· <J.ction, and those at the head of that Ger;;engers, better ships, is an old axiom m man mercantile organisation, the Nordshipping circles, and possibly in no part of deutscher L loyd, acted decisively, when it
the world has it been given more effect was considered the time for action had
,
.
than in Australasia.
The craft owued in arrived.
this part of the world have aroused attenIt was often contended on behalf of the
tion among those whose business calls them Norddeutscher Lloyd that the Company did
here, and it is often remarked that the not receive a single mark as a subsidy, but
Australasian-owned fleets compare favor- at the same time it was admitted that the
abl.v with any employed elsewhere in similar German Government paid all their Suez
trading, and what. can be said concerning Canal dues, and otherwise assisted the
the purely Interstate craft applies equally organisation, but as tbese facts will be
well to bhose employed in the many over·
referred to later it is unnecessary to devote
sea services. 'l'hose fine P. and 0. liners, space to them now, sufficient being that
tlte magnificent Orient steamers, the the N .D.L. w<J.s subsidised, and subsidised
Canadian-Australian, the big, comfortable heavilv, so whe11 the decision was anive<l
White Star, Blue Funnel, P. and 0. <J.t to link f_Austn1lasia with the :FatherBranch, Union Steamship, Burns Philp, land, it was effected under the most
Bastern and Australian , and Federal and auspicious circumst<J.nces, and in the
Shire Liners which we all knew so well in mid eighties when the "Salier," "Hohenthe days before the great war clouds burst staufen," " Hapsburg," and "Blbe," vessels
upon us, are practical evidence of our mari- of about J OOO tons register, depart~d
time importance. Certainly, if compared from the . German horne port, Bremen,
with the "Cunarders" and the Transatlantic the success of the venture was practiassured.
But,
although
su ch
Wl1ite Star Liners, to mention only a few c<J.lly
of the steamers which maintain regular was the general impression in Germany,
communication between the United King- the Germans were careful to act unostentadom and America, services renowned for tiously. It was a "business" venture, pure
lavishness and luxury in every respect, they and simple. Germany wanted Australian
are small in size, but it is only in that they products, and Australia wanted German
suffer, for, as with the famous Union Castle wares. \Vas it not natural that Gerrntons
Line, which has built up such a fine reputa- would desire their products and their ret;on in the South African trade, no expense quirements carried in German bottoms?
has been spared in the construction of This was the explanation, and after all it
Australasian traders, the owners invariably was a perfectly just one had it been acted
deciding to provide the best, and nothing up to, hut as with most other things, Gerbut the best.
The old axiom, "Better many and the Germans in close touch with
ships, more passengers , more passengers, the Heichstag, had an ulterior motive in
better ships,'' was adhered to, and, after view . Business possibilities were certainly
all, it is the best policy.
·
considered , hut, as the Hon . Vv. H . Kelly,
But whilst Britishers were bu"'silv occu- J\I.P., once remarked, in connection with
pied in legitimate competition, and·· attain- <111 article published by the writer, the Gering the stage at which their fleets aroused mans established themselves so firm! y
the admiration of all, our subtle adversarv, lH:'i ther for business or pleasure. This fact w'e
the German, foresaw the possibilities ahe~d must nmY admit to be absolutely correct,
of Australasia. '!'he gt'eat productive powers especially \1·hen we l'Ucall and calmly conof the Cornmonvvefllth mem1t cmgo to he ttmqilrtte their m ethods dming the lon g
shipped oversern:;, the carriage of wool,
period in which t.lwy lnd such close conhides, skins, tallow, and such like com- m~ction witl 1 us.
modities wh ich (}ermany needed meant
Mnch can be wri.tteu about the German .
revenue, and also there was the possibility A us~ralian Company popularly termed the
of cuttin,g: into the increasing passenger Black German Line, possibly the better
traffic.
The thought soon .gave place to known company, yet at the same time the
v
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one to work more silentlv in connection
with the insidious scheme" to oust British
shipping companies from the trade to which
they had every moral right. So far as
could be definitely ascertained, this organisation received little direct assistance from
the Government of the F'atherland, yet
there is circumstantial evidence that the
guiding minds of the German Empire were
behind it. 'l'his evidence is largely deduced
from the fact that at the outbreak of the
war that line had succeeded in establishing
no less than five distinct services with
Australia. In 1889, the German Australian
CompanYi had in commission
seven
steamers,
the
"Elberfeld," "Essen,"
''Erlangen,'' "Barmen,'' "Solingen," and
''Sommerfeld.''
'l'hev were all of the
purely cargo class. 'rhZ)y were full powered,
had good speed, and the usual good fortune
enjoyed by German enterprise followed
them, for accidents of any kind were rare.
Punctut11ity was a strong point, and even
the staunchest anti-German must admit that
every effort was made to please shippers.
l<'t1r better to lose money in fulfilling an
engagement than to lose confidence of supporters.
'l'hat was the keynote of the
German method of conducting the insidious
ct1mpaign decided on. And it was success ·
ful, for in 1914, the German Australian
Company owned no less t!::.ati 55 high-class
steamers built for and incidentally paid for
out of the profits derived from the Australian trade, the fleet being as under:Vessel.
Tonnage.
Adelaide . . . . . . . 5898
Albany . . . . . . . . . 5882
Altona . . . . . . . . . 4312
Annaberg . . . . . . . 4463
Apolda . . . . . . . . . 4939
Australia . . . . . . . 7485
Berlin . . . . . . . . . . 4196
Bielefeld . . . . . . . . 4460
Bochum . . . . . . . . 6161
Brisbane . . . . . . . . 5668
Cannstatt . . . . . . . 5900
Colmar . . . . . . . . . 6184
Duisburg . . . . . . . 4496
Dusseldorf . . . . . . 5877
Elbing . . . . . . . . . 4884
Elmshorn . . . . . . . 4594
Essen . . . . . . . . . . 5878
Esslingen . . . . . . . 4897
l!'reiburg . . . . . . . 6000
Fremantle . . . . . . 5872
Fuerth . . . . . . . . . 4229
Glera ........... 6000
Eoslar . . . . . . . . . . 4331
Hagen . . . . . . . . . . 4210
Hamm .......... 4598
Hanan . . . . . . . . . 4213
Harburg . . . . . . . . 4472
Hobart ....... . . . 5923

Vessel.
Tonnage.
Hof . . . . . . . . . . . . 6000
Iserlohn . . . . . . . . 4667
Java . . . . . . . . . . . 7676
Kiel . . . . . . . . . . . . 4494
Linden .... ..... 4188
Luneburg . . . . . . . 5819
Magdeburg . . . . . 4497
Mannheim . . . . . . 5878
Melbourne . . . . . . 5926
Neumunster . . . . . 4324
Oberhausen . . . . . 4322
Ottensen . . . . . . . 4240
Offenbach . . . . . . 4336
Osnabruck . . . . . . 4240
Plauen .... .. .... 4210
Reichenbach . . . . 4217
Rendsberg . . . . . . 4639
Rostock
4957
Solingen . . . . . . . . 4195
Sumatra . . . . . . . . 7484
Sydney . . . . . . . . . 5894
Tasmania . . . . . . . 7200
Ulm . . . . .

V argin
Wismar
Worms
Stolberg

.. .. .. .. .
.. .......
.........
. .... ...

60CO
4455
4686
4428
5870
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Possibly some may contend that business
enterprise and acumen was responsible for
the remarkable success. There is truth in
the contention. Some may remark that
the Germans studied importers and exporters, keeping faith in every respect.
There is truth there also . Some may assert
that the Germans catered for the shipping
den'ands as conditions warranted. Again,
we must admit the truth of the assertion.
'l'he Germans did all that and more, but
behind all the well-thought-out methods of
inducing confidence, is the fact that it was
not legitimate business or pleasure, but the
ultimate gain for Germany that prompted
the Germans to cater for the needs of the
importers and exporters in the manner they
did. iMany people, like Mr. W. H. KeTiy,
knew and spoke of this, whilst others .1rnow,
and even before the war were well aware of
the aims of the Germans, !mt even now will
not refer to the matter.
'11 0-day, we are involved in a serious war.
We have every confidence that the Allies
will be successful and gain a complete victory, but supremacy on the battlefields or
seas is not the only supremac.y we must lJe
prepared to uphold.
Until recently, the
cables frequently referred to the elaborate
preparations Gennany is making for the
coming commercial war.
The Germa11
shipping magnate, Herr Ballin, a great personal friend of the Kaiser's, and prominently associated with the Norddeutscher
Lloyd, recently spoke to the effect that
Germany's mercantile ,marine must and
shall be supreme, and simultaneous with
that statement came the information that
the German Government intends financing
ship-owners on most liberal terms. These
statements can mean but one thing, and
that is, t.h at we are to have German tonnage visiting Australia again. There are
among us many who say we will never do
business with Germans again, but memory
is at times short lived. France and Germany were at war in the early ''seventies,''
and during the hostilities then similar
statements were expressed by our present
Allies . They were meant in all sincerity
just as they are meant to-day, but F'rance,
rrfter fulfilling the demands of the German
peace terms, gradually developed her dealings with the Hun.
The Allies will win
this war-of that there is no doubt. We all
desire this to be the last war. There is
no doubt of that either. But we can only
make this the last war by adhering as far a's
possible to the resolutions we are now so

\
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firm in, and if they have to be broken,
who had long acquaintance with shipping
which is to be expected, by taking every · matters, it will make interesting read·
precaution and exercising great care. We ing.
Arrangements have been made
know what the German has done in con· to set out in a series of articles, the first of
nection with Australian shipping affairs, but
we all do not know how it was done. Thb which will appear in our next issue, the
German is too wily. to allow that.
This whole history of the German Companies
system of building up was so wide itnd which were associated with Australia, and,
cleverly conducted that, explained by one for a very brief period, with New Zealand.

THE S.S. STEPHANO, WHICH WAS SUNK BY A SUBMARINE IN 1916. THE STEPHANO WAS A SISTER SHIP
TO THE FLORIZEL.

CALL

AT-

THE

THE WYNYARD HOTEL
CLARENCE & ERSKINE STREETS
W. B. DICKSON, Proprietor .
. Late Chief Steward Howard Smith Co,

Ernest Mills & Son
DESIGNERS AND MAKERS OF HIGH GRADE
FURNITURE
100 HARRINGTON STREET, SYDNEY
For TO Years Factory Manager and Designer for Farmer
&

Co., Sydney

Tel.phone: 1180 City

Rapid freigbt Despatcb Co.
Licensed Customs Agents, Shippers & Forwarders

98 CLARENCE STREET, SYDNEY
(opposite Hotel Grand Central).

Osram
Bain.pa·

Loss of S ..S. florizel
.\.few days ago, our newspapers reported
the total loss in a blizzard of the New
York, Newfoundland, and Halifax s.s. Company's fine steamer F'lorizel, together .with
over 100 lives, off Cape Race, one of the
most dangerous spots on the inhospitable
coast of Newfoundland.

C'APE RACE, 0 .N E OF THE MOST DANGEROUS SPOTS

As a result of the world-wide ramifications oi the vVireless Press, we are able to
publish so soon after the disaster a descrip ·
tion and illustrations of the ill-fated vessel,
as well as a picture of her sister vessel, s.s.
Stephano which was sunk by an enemy
submarine outside New York towards thfl
end of 1916.

The Florizel and Stephano were built in
an exceptional manner for a remarkable
combination of two widely different
purposes.
They were owned by Messrs. Bowring
Bros., of St. John's, Newfoundland . During the summer, autumn, and winter of

ON THE INHOSPITABLE SHORES OF NEWFOUNDLAND.

each year they were employed as passenger
vessels by the Red Cross Line in the New
York, Halifax, Nova Scotia, and St. John's,
Newfoundland service. The voyage from New
York, and return, including a stay of one
day at Halifax, each way, and two days flt
St. John 's, occupied twelve days, and was
very popular among Americans who desired

THE ILL-FATED FLORIZEL IN ICE FIELDS.
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a short and interesting sea voyage. One
remarkable feature of the voyage was to
leave New York on Saturday in the terrific
heat of midsµmmer, and, four days later,
to steam among scores of huge icebergs, off
the coast of Newfoundland.
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Florizel, under the aule command of
Captain Abraham. Kean, returned with the
largest load ever taken before or since by
one vessel. She landed the pelts of fortynine thousand seals.
A close examination of ~he accompanywg ·

VIEW OF ST. JOHN'S HARBOUR, NEWFOUNDLAND.

In the Spring of the year, the passenger
accommodation in these vessels was sealed,
and the decks and rails were sheathed witb
rough planking, and, with numerous other
changes, the ships were transformed into
heavv icebreakers. Manned bv a crew of
hardy Newfoundland seal-h;nters, the;--

illustrations will reveal the canoe-shaped
bow of both ships. This was provided to
enable them to ride on to heavy ice and
break their way with their great ~-eight.
After the seal hunt, the vessels remained
two or three weeks in St. John '-s, where
they w~·e thoroughly cleaned and renovated

S.S. FLORIZEL PASSING UNDER ONE OF THE FOUR RIG H BRIDGES WHICH SPAN THE EAST RIVER, NEW YORK.

voyaged northwards and penetrated far into
the depths of the Arctic icefields. There,
far from land, off the cruel coasts of Labrador, thev hunted for seals, and if succesful
returned to St. John's with valuable
car.goes of pelts.
In the year 191G, the

and transformed again into passenger ships
of the most attractive class.
In a later issue of "Sea, Land, and Air, "
we shall publish a full description of a Newfoundland sealing expedition, together with
numerous photographs taken on the spot.
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Wonderful experiences have become almost commonplace among the officers and men of
the mercantile marine. Daily and hourly in the war zone they face the danger of submarine
and mine, fully aware of possibilities, but having no thought of fear. It is the general idea that
whatever happens is "all in the day's work," and discussion is unnecessary. Consequently, it
is difficult to obtain stories of experiences, but we have been fortunate enough to obtain the
story of Mr. Clarence Cisin's actual experiences, and, as unfolded in his own words, it supplies
a vivid impression of happenings in hund"reds of cases.
Mr. Cisin was wireless officer of the
American steamer "Navajo," and since the following was written has again suffered from submarine
attack. On the last occasion the vessel was sunk and Mr. Cisin barely escaped with his life.

To the crew of the "Navajo" the Fourth
of July came in like the proverbial lamb
and went out as a roaring lion. And, incidentally, with a display excelled by no oldtime celebration of that glorious day.
The sun was shining on a placid stretch
of ocean that had all the peace and quiet,
if not the exact aspect, of a street scene in
Flatbush. Dinner was in progress and one
of the men remarked that it didn't seem
at all like the national holiday without the
time-honored fireworks.
Had he been a prophet, gifted with the
true foresight, his name would go down in
history as the world's joker.
Almost immediately the alarm gong rang
out its warning.
With a few choice words regarding the
vision of over-zealous lookouts-for the pie
was particularly appetising-we rushed out
on deck. And there was a submarine off our
quarter, looking very business-like, with
its gun-crew on deck preparing to fire on
us. The Captain, immediately rushed to
my cabin with the ship's position and my
key snapped out the distress call instantly.
A. British destroyer answered, reporting
that she was speeding towards us. Our
gunners opened fire upon the "sub . " and
after three shots from our guns she submerged. Whereupon we breathed a sigh
of relief and anxiously awaited developments.
The patrol overtook us about an hour
later, and convoyed us a shor;t distance.
That night the machinations of submarines was a topic very seriously discussed.
So was life insurance.
Early the next morning, Jul:v 5th, I was
awakened by the sound of shots. The
Captain came to my cabin and asked if I
could hear any distress calls. I listened in,
and picked up a distress call from a British
sEp, saying that she was being shelled by
a submarine. In the middle of her mes52

sage, as she was stating her position, the
spark suddenly died out. It was a tense
moment, as will be understood by all operators who are familiar with the peculiar
appealing sound given out when an accident
occurs to the transmitter.
Nothing more was heard from that ship.
'!.'hen those on deck reported that a sailing
ship, about three miles ahead of us, had
apparently been struck by a shell, as she
buckled midships and almost immediately
went down.
Half-an-hour later the submarine appeared and commenced to chase us. I sent out
S.O. S and established communication with
a French land station. The chase was well
on when, a little over an hour later, an
airplane came speeding towards us-it gave
us the kind of feeling a drowning man must
have when he suddenly finds a life-preserver
floating towards him. The plane circled
round us and the U -boat promptly submerged.
\Ve no longer felt that . the newspap0r
talk about submarines had been · exaggerated.
Somehow or other, there was not a great
quantity eaten at the noonday meal, despite the fact that we expected to arriv:e
at a French port within a very short time,
and all felt that the worst was over. But
the subject of U-boats is one not given to ·
easy speculation.
We were going full speed ahead, and although a heavy fog had arisen, the engiueers kept the ship at top speed. We were
not breaking any "speed records" at that,
for about nine and a half knots was our
ship's best, even when pushed to the limit.
About three o'clock the same afternoon
the fog lifted. There on our starboard
side, a little over two miles away, was the
ominous "sub." with her gun crew on
deck, ready to fire. They didn't lose any
time about it, either. A peculiar whizzing,
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shrieking sound was heard, and a shell the last. I cannot see my action in a heroic
exploded about ten feet from us. A blue light, for I stayed on the job without a
flame and a sickening thud-the whole ship thought of anything but the matter in
rocked. The Captain immediately swung hand. There must have been a guarding
-0ur ship around so that the stern of the Providence watching over us, at that, for
vessel faced the submarine ; then we opened though shells were flying over and around
fire.
us, missing us by a few feet, they did miss.
The twenty-fifth shot had been fired
I had started the distress call immediately upon sighting the submarine, adding the when the me:ri, watching with every nerve
ship's position, which the first mate brought strained, saw an explosion take place
in a few minutes later. '11he wireless cabin directly above the conning-tower. Several
was directly back of the after gun, and of the enemy crew were seen leaping into
presented an excellent target for the U- the water as the submarine up-ended and
boat. Shells were flying in all directions. sank. They had fired altogether twentyOne shell whizzed directly above my cabin, three shells at us, and vv:e fired twentymiraculously missing the masts of the ship, seven.
and landed a few yards ahead of us. AnWhen the guns ceased firing, the silence
other shell exploded at about ten feet from was just as it might be had you been stand-0ne of the windows of the operating room, ing close to Niagara :Falls, and the Falls
and a shower of water was thrown all were suddenly turned off. So great had
around and upon the apparatus.
been the vibration in my cabin the detector
In the meantime I had "picked up" two point had been jarred from the crystlll
British destroyers and a French land several times during the battle. But we
station. The destroyers sent encouraging were through it successfully, and ready to
messages stating they were steering toward call it "a day."
Then, just as all bands were bretithing a
us.
\Ve expected to be struck any momeut sigh of relief, and I• was about to light my
and .we knew that one shell would mean pipe, the first mate rushed into the cabin
good-bye. For it would not only complete- and said, "Continue the 'distress,' another
ly disable the "Navajo," if it struck any- submarine is in sight !"
There was to be no rest for the weary.
where near the engine room, but would
The engineers used all the'ir energy in
immediately set fire to the oil which we
making the utmost speed, and the submarwere carrying for fuel.
'11he Mttle lasted about fifty-five minutes, ine which we had just sighted submerg:id
during which time the naval gun crew went within a few minutes. But not before one.
about their business in the coolest manner of the fragments of a shell had struck the
imagiuable. One young lad named Smith, stern of our ship, almost directly below my
a gun pointer, kept repeating, even with cabin, but above the water level. This rethe shells bursting on all sides of us: quired seventy-nine rivets when we arriv3d
"'Those damned Germans can't hit us. in :France.
As I see the battle now, it is clear that
Yeah! Give it to 'em, boys!" Our third
mate had joined the gun crew and gave with all the seriousness of the situation.
very valuable assistance. The trigger of there were still quite a few humorous incithe gun was out of order and he worked dents taking place while we were under
the lanyard which they had attached to [t. fire.
Our carpenter, a Portuguese, when he
I realised that if one shell struck my
-cabin, pieces of wireless apparatus and heard the first shell whizzing by, looked
wireless operator would be spread promis- out from the forecastle and said, "Sootercuously about the ship. It was sort of marine !"-immediately thereafter disapcomforting to realise that this separation pearing. About three minutes later he apwould be instantaneous. Long before we peared on · deck, carrying his clothes done
up 'in a bundle and his set of tools were
en~red the war zone I had decided just
exactly what my procedure would be in held in his other arm; his mattrP.SS was
case we were fired upon, but I little half slung over his back-he had everyrealised that, in place of self-preservation thing but the piano. Thus encumbered, he
thoughts, there would come to me an over- rushed toward one of the lifeboats ; but the
whelming sense of duty to our glorious first mate, seeing him from the bridge,
countr7, which would keep me at the key ran down and grasped him by the collar,
while it seemed every moment would be at the same tim~ delivering some extremely

,
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well-aimed kicks, and saying, "I am spoiling a new pair of shoes kicking you !"barn, biff-"and if we get through this
alive"-thump_:_"you will have to pay for
them out of your wages"-slam . "Now
get below, blankety-blank :you, and help
pass up ammunition !"
Another incident serves to illustrate how
t he habits of a lifetime dominate the excitement attending emergencies. ·when th e
first shot vi·as fired, the· first assistant engineer went below to call his chief, who
had turned in for a nap. He drmdecl
lazily: "I guess maybe you'd better get up,
sir, "·e "re being shelled by a submarine,·'
while outside the cabin could be heard the
Japanese, whom we had . on board as
ste,•;ard, messman, etc., running wildly
from one cabin to the other in great excitement, and kissing each other fond farewells.
We Mrived at - - - - , England, the
same evening, and anchored in the stream.
A report of our encounter had preceded us
and we were visited by several of the
British officials. Later we received a letter
of congratulation from the British Admiralty for sinking the U-boat.
That night we all sat around "chewing
t,he rag " until about midnight. Had it
been a religious gathering, it would nob
have been possible to haYe collected a more
subdued and serious group of men; most
faces bore an expression of heartfelt thankfulness for our miraculous escape.
About midnight we bade each other good
night, apparently to turn-in. I went out on
deck to have a final smoke before retiring,
and about ten minutes later the third mate
appeared, followed by two of the engineers;
and there, before half an hour was up , we
were all seated on deck, discussing the
battle again.
The next evening we crossed the Channel
with four other ships bound for - - - and.
under the escort of a convov. \Ve arrived
at - - - the following m~rning without
further incident, and remained in that port
a little over a week . During that time I
had occasion to travel .t o Paris. There were
about "fiftv-seYen varieties" of police inspectors , who found it necessary to look
at my passport and papers, and it seemed
as if everything and everybody 'vas in uniform. A vast number of Americans mostlv
from the Medical Corps and the Engineer;'
Division, were in evidence. A civilian
created as much curiosity as a man in urnform had had bestowed upon him a few
:rnars before the war.
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\\'omen were working as street cleaners,
taxi-drivers, car conductors, a11d at practically every vocation of men in peace time.
There was a ratio of about forty women to
every man. Particularly pleasing were the
car conductors, with their little white hats
and neat uniforms; a sight that would have
cheered the pastels and paints of Howard
Chandler Christy.
The :French people surely know how Lo
rrrnke strangers feel at home. A little incident of my train trip to Paris may be
interesting, to show the attitude of all
:French people toward Americans. In the
compartment in which I was riding there
was a :French soldier just returning from
the front and a young lad who was studying aviation. They spoke very little English; my French was not quite as good; but
we were able, by means of signs, gestures
nnd a :French-English dictionary, also by
drawing little sketches, to converse with
each other. I believe it was the best example of the pantomime art on either
continent-bar none.
When they grasped the fact that we had
sank a submarine, the soldier exclaimed:
"Ah ! Americane ! My comrade !" An.d he
produced a bottle of wine from his kit.
Aft,er which we were all comrades together .
On July 1-ith, France's great nat10na1
holiday (the fall of the Bastille), an immense review of the troops of the allied
countries was held, headed bv President
Poincaire. Everyone for miles· around who
could secure a pass for the railway trip
came to Paris for this event. The soldiers
of the various countries marched by amid
cheering and flag-waving of a spine-thrilling
order. "Old Glory" was very much in
evidence. I noted particularly, however,
that among the soldiers vrnre a great many
lads apparently between the ages of seventeen and twenty, and, although the occasion was one of great celebration, there appeared a tired, dissatisfied, sort of longingfor-the-war-to-end expression on the faces
of the majority of them.
\Yhen we sailed from France, we were
acting as a convoy to twenty-three
mer~.hant ships.
The "Navajo" steamed
proudly ahead of this large procession,
looking as if she were leading an exciting
race-a thought which, however, immediatelv vanished when \Ve remembered our
uni~pressive speed of. eight and a half
knots.
The next day we arrived at - - - , England . T'he town is, indeed, the garden spot

/
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of the world. There are a hundred and
one little nooks, shaded by gorgeous flowers,
and the greenest of green trees, sending
alluring invitations to all lovers of nature.
All about are miniature hills, with dreamy
bungalows perched on the summit, overlooking a stream dotted here and there with
"kippy" little sail-boats drifting along in.
a care-free, lazy fashion. Really this particular town is one that would make a poet
out of a Coney Island sideshow "barker."
We left this port with the whole town
lined up to bid farewell. The second day
out, about 4 a.m., just as I was coming
off watch, we sighted the body of a man
lashed to a mast. The corpse was floating
quite near us and the form was withered
and apparently eaten away. It seemed
like an ill omen.
The next morning at 5 a.m. we sighted a
crowded life-boat. The people in it were
waving to attract our attention. We overtook it and saw twenty-three men-thirteen Chinamen and ten Englishmen. As
we steamed past, they looked up at us with
a pitiful, imploring sort of expression as
i{ they feared we ·would not stop for them.
We did. however, and took them aboard,
when we learned that they were from the
British ship Glenstrae, torpedoed the evening before at about 9 o'clock.
The captain immediately gave me a code
message, asking that one of the destroyers relieve us of these men as we had but
three life-boats, a number sufficient only
for our own crew. I got in touch with a
British patrol, and within a couple of hours
it was alongside ancj. took the shipwrecked
men away.
A few days later, on August 1st, we had
just about cleared the war zone. All hands
were beginning to lose that strained constantly-alert, half-expectant, half-dreading
expression that marks men who have reason to hold the submarine in great respect.
A few of the men had decided to undress
the next time they went to sleep. Someone even started a song about old New
York town, and everyone joined in heartily.
The spirits of the third mate rose and
he washed his laundry, which he had let
accumulate since the beginning of the trip,
because, as he said, "Clean laundry and
' dirty ' subs. are a poor combination. "
Then it ha·ppened !
I was taking my noon siesta, and was
suddenly awakened by sounds of running
and confusion and shouting along the deck.
LtwkiJ.v I h<ttl only to put on my slippers
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and rush out on deck to find out the
trouble.
One glance was enough. The after-part
of the ship was a dense mass of smoke, with
flames shooting up at frequent intervals.
Everyone was shouting and running up
and down. Someone said; "Try and he.we
that ammunition overboard." (We had
110 rounds of ammunition for our three-incn
guns, stored away, and about 2,000 rounds
of machine-gun ammunition in my operating room.) 'fhe captain bellowed down
from the bridge, "Send out the S.O.S. !"
I started the generator, and one of the
oilers came rushing in. "Sparks, the fire
is uncontrollable," he shouted. "Keep the
'distress ' going !"
I was already shooting it out, saying,
''Ship on fire ; burning oil. ''
The fire was gaining such rapid head"·av that within five minutes the flames
we~e licking in the windows of my operating
room. Suddenly the curtains burst into
flame . We had three life-boats on the
after-poop outside my cabin, and they were
being lowered away. It was impossible
for any of the engineers to get below t.o
the engine room, because of the fire and
smoke, and the ship was going ahead full
speed. I was still repeating the "distress," when I heard through my open
window one of the naval lads shouting,
"\Ve're leaving, wireless !"
I was stunned for the minute, then
grasped the import of that sentence. I
grabbed my pup and ran from my cabin.
Two of the boats were already away from
the ship. I slid down the falls just as they
cut away the last rope.
It was only good luck that kept us from
capsizing, for the "Navajo" was going
ahead full speed. But somehow we managed to get clear and rowed away from
t.he swirl created by the propellers.
The fire had gained such headway that
the whole poop was now a mass of flames .
\Ve were approximately 1000 miles from
land, and in an entirely unused ocean track
and the only sign of a ship we had seen
in the past four days was the patrol boat
that had relieved us of the Glenstrae s
survivors. It seemed probable that some
time would pass before we stood any chance
of being picked up .
These facts I had just grasped when
the shells began to explode!
First the
ammunition for the rapid-fire gun went off
with staccato reports; they sounded very
much like the automatic trip hammers
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used in steel construction work; then came
the deep boom of the large shells, followed
by the peculiar whizzing sound as the projectile shot out.
The whole after-part of the ship was one
sheet of roaring flame, and we expected to
see the boilers go at any moment . The
life-boat which I was in was in charge of
the second mate ; we also had the second
assistant engineer and eight of the Portuguese crew. vVe knew that he had to make
a quick get-away, so everyone took a hand
at the oars, everyone, that is, except one
big Portuguese fireman. He was a man
who must have b~en born on a rainy day;
his ugly, crabbed nature had made him
very much disliked while on shipboard; he
had lost one eye in some manner, and the
other eye had a ferocious, animal gleam
in it; and there he sat, lounging back like
a passenger, watching the rest row. I suggested to the second mate that this :fireman relieve the second assistant engineer,
who was an elderly man; and the second
mate ordered him to do so . The fireman
scow led, and replied, "No savvy." He
savvied as well as anybody, but probably
the combination of fright, laziness, and
natural meanness, made him refuse.
I could see the second mate inwardly
boiling with rage; he did not have his r~
volver with him, so in whispers he planned
with me to use the end of an oar upon the
fireman's head. A life-boat is no place for
excess baggage, and this man was setting
a dangerous example to the other Portuguese. We had but a limited amount of
water and hard-tack aboard, and it was
necessary to maintain strict discipline.
So, following instructions, I began edging
over toward him with the intention of
grasping his arms, while the second mate
utilised an oar on his head-when we saw
the smoke of a steamship in the distance .
All grievances were immediately forgotten in the joy of the sight. No words can
express with any degree of justice the feel·
ing that ran through us.
Vvithin an hour we were all safelv aboard,
The vessel which rescued us was the Greek
steamer "Iossifoglu"-some name to pronounce, but a joyous sight for us, you can
bet . We all felt like giving three cheers
for Greece and all things "Greecy."
There were two American firemen aboard.
and their first remark was, "vVell, yon
sure have struck a hungry ship." And they
were right. Meals consisted chiefly of
notatoes and tea, with variety injected by
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reversing it to tea and potatoes. But we
did not look a "Greek" horse in the mouth,
for, compared to hard tack and water, th.3
menu was indeed sumptuous.
I had a bunk above a Greek steward. He
had, marching back and forth along the
walls and over the bunks, the greatest collection of trained animals it has ever been
my misfortune to encounter. Apparently,
they did not annoy him in any way, but I
firmly believe that he must have spent considerable time in drilling them, as they
would stand at attention, form in fours, fix
bayonets and charge.
All through the first night aboard I
occupied myself by striking the wall with
resounding whacks . I connected with and
killed the enemy-sometimes .
. but
not once did I miss my cuss phrase. About
2 a.m. the poor Greek steward knocked on
my bunk and said, ''vVhat you mena, 'gol
damn, gol damn', all night? What you
mean?" I explained briefly, but to the
point.
The next day we had a general hunt for
shoes, socks, underwear, and various
articles of wearing apparel, as some of us
were shy everything, and most of us required something. We were bound for
a port in Ireland, which was comforting,
as was the fact that the Greek ship was
a neutral one. We did not feel very much
uneasiness while going through the "zone. '
On August 5th we steamed up the River
Shannon, where the country is .rugged, hilly
and green, with a scattering of thatchroofed huts dotting the hillsides. We arrived at our destination in the evening and
once again we were very much touched by
the hospitality shown us .
The far-famed ready wit of the people is
indeed justified. One of our men, while
getting a shave, was cut, and angrily asked
the barber why he didn't learn his business, whereupon the tonsorial artist replied, ''Kape your mouth shet, if you want
to be shaved.
Shure 'tisn't my fault if
yo1Jr face is made wrong."
The waiter in our hotel would have been
called an exaggerated type on any vaudeville stage. Upon being sarcastically informed that he was never born to be a
waiter, he replied, "Sure and I knew that
long ago. I was born to be a Prince, it's
only circumstances · that makes me a
waiter."
After seven days we left Ireland and
sailed from Liverpool on a big American
liner, arriving at an Atlantic port in the
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l'nited States without incident.
I have just received a letter from a wireless operator at the land station at Belville,
France. I met this chap while in Havre,
and as he had picked up our distress calls
we had quite a feeling of intimacy.
His
letter reads:-My Dear Mr. Cisin,I'm really happy to have the hanor to know you, but
\·ery sorry that you did not stop a long while, while to
Le Havre.
I think that was not last times see you, it will be
for another.
Don't wish receive any S.0.S. of S.S. "Navajo" like
this on the last 5 July at 11 a.m. and 4 p.m. (Very
constantly).
Your devoted new frie11d
(Signed) H.C.
1

P.S.-Excuse,· please, my America writing, it. is
first letter of this language.

m~1

The owners of the steamship company
have mailed me a very liberal gift, accompanied by a kind letter of appreciation, and
everything has ended very happily.
As a result of his experiences, Mr. Cisin decided
lo offer a few s uggestions for transatlantic travellers.
They are as follows : "If German shells start singing 'Heaven is my
Home,'
It's sort of safe to say rhat you
Had better say a prayer or two,
In fact you'd better say a few
As your spiri i 's liable to roam."
Regarding 13aggage.-Carry everything you dor.'t
mind losing.
Expect Surprises.-Don 't show any signs of astonishment if, after cosily wrapping yourself in your
bunk, you \\·ake and find yourself clinging to a bit of
driftwood in the aqua salty.
Be able to Speak German.-There's no sense in
wasting good cuss words if e.ey're not understood.
Practice Swimrning.-lf it becomes necessary to
jump into the water be familiar with the porpoise
dive- the enemy may think you 're only a poor fish.
Conserve your Energy.- Don 't try to swim to
shore if your ship is sunk 800 miles from the coastunless you have a compass with you.
Don't Boast.-The middle of the Atlantic is a poor
place to brag about being unable to swim.
If taken Prisoner.-Expect the worst-you'll get it.
If firing on a Sub.-Remember it's more "blessed
to give than to receive.
A submarine's a peculiar thing
It's s neaky, treacherous and mean.
You can best enjoy the sight of one
On a moving picture screen.
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THE TORPEDO.
By Katherine Drayton Mayrant Simons, Jr.
Death, our mother, gave us her three gray
gifts from the sea( Cherish your birthright, Lrothers !) speed,
cunning and certainty,
And mailed Mars, he bles::;ed us-but his
blessing was most to me!
For the swift gun sometimes falters, sparing the foe afar,
And the hid mine wastes destruction on the
drag's decoying spar,
But I am the wrath of the Furies' path-.of
the war god'& avatar!
Mine is the brain of thinking steel man
made to match his own,
To guard and guide the death disks packed
in the war head's hammered cone,
To drive the cask of the thin air flask as 'the
gyroscope has shown.

My brother, the gun, shrieks o'er the sea
his curse from the covered deck,
My brother, the mine, lies sullen dumb,
agape for the dreadn;:mght's ' wreck
I glide on the breath of my mother, Death,
and rny goal is my only check!
More strong than the strength of armored
ships is the firing pin's frail spark,
More sure than the helm of the .mighty
fleet are my rudders to their mark,
The faint foam fades from the bright screw
blades- and I strike from the under
dark!
Death, our mother, gave us her three gray
gifts from the sea( Cherish your birthright, brothers) speed,
cunning, and certainty.
And mailed Mars , h e blest us- but his
blessing was most t.o me!

EDWARD WATERS &SONS
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905 Culwulla Chambers,
67 Castlereagh Street, Sydney.
Tel. City 1187

(And at Melbourne)

Flying and Aviators
fortable, seat in the front part of the
'plfl.ne, and only my shoulders and arms
projected above the body of the machine.
I bad a clear view ahead and all round, and
by leaning over a little, underneath.

Some Nerve Tests.
One of the plans the pilot fl.dopted to test
my nerve was diving very suddenly and
steeply, so that, the machine was almost
perpendicular, and the earth seemed to me
to be just where the picture on the wall is
when sitting in a chair.
Then, just as the machine would get
up an enormous speed in falling, he sud·
denly shot up again nearly as steeply, so
that we seemed to be standing on our
heads .
Another trick was to rock the machine
and pitch at the same time, just like a boat
in a heavy sea, only much more so. The
earth seemed to be swimming round in
circles. Then be tried flying on one side,
and, had it not been for the great thick
leather apron buckled around me, I should
have fallen out. At last, to descend, he
came down from 4500ft. in a corkscrew of
seven turns in a few seconds (it is a show
trick of his, and he has often had his
machine turned).
The sensation was in ·
describable.
The machine was plunging
almost perpendicularl,v to earth, her nosti
pointing dovvn, and the· wings were right
over.
As we approached the earth, the
speed was terrific, and the force of the air
rushing against my head seemed too great
to bear.
It was a trying ordeal, but at the same
t.ime enjoyable and interesting. When w.ci
landed the pilot complimented me on looking well, as be said that most of the new
chums whom he took up for trial landed
terribly sick, and unable to walk, after the
spiral• descent.

MY FIRST FLIGHT.
(By Lieut. G. C. Scarr, R.F.C.)
Special to Sea, Land and Air.
Aeroplanes are still new enough to be novel, consequently there are few who have any idea of the
sensations of the first flight. The writer, a wellknown Sydney resident, tells of his experiences while
undergoing the "nerve" tests the aviator is subjected to.

On December 22nd, 1917, I made my first
flight.
It was a trial flight, officially arranged
by the O.C. to test my nerve. The pilot
did his best to frighten me by performing
some fancy manoeuvres in the air.
And
he certainly did appear to be reckless, but
he failed to accomplish his object, for after
half an hour, during which we travelled
forty miles at an elevation of 5000ft., I
landed, feeling perfectly fresh, having quite
enjoyed the experience. It was really first·
class, and most exciting.
I sat in a very nfl.rrow, but quite com·

MY LAST FLIGHT.
Relate0. by Lieut. A. W. ~f. Mow le
(For Sea, Land, and Air).
The sensation-well, to tell the truth, I
cannot say. Possibly I shall be able to recall
events some day, but now-well, the ending
oi the "affair" is one great blank.
'When I regained consciousness, I
remained quite still.
There was no
m.ecessity for me to open my eyes to learn I
58
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\vas in hospital. 'rhe odor of drugs made
that clear. 'rhe air of calm and peace,
after the strenuous times I had experienced
for so long, made me content to remain at
rest. Eventually, I opened my eyes and
gazed mound.
Uniformed nurses were
hurrying about, attending to maimed and
wounded men. I triad to think-to recall
something 'IYhieh would make my presence
in hospital understandable. I knew I had
been aloft-perhapa you would call it afloat
-and had encountered the enemy. I had
a brush then
It was no use , I
could not remember.
Next day one of the officers attached to
my squadron visited me. He congratulated
me on my escape.
It seems that my
machine had been · so badly damaged in
fallina that I had to be cut out of the
wreckage. We chatted about the affaii;,
and to the story pieced together then I can
add nothing.
It was on the 21st July. Six machines
of the Nieupol't Single Seater Scout type
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with his machine, and at 8 a.m., when we
gave the "all-clear" signal, our mechanics
cleared the "chocks," the patrol leaving
the ground immediately.
We picked up
our formation on the first tum-an approxi-

ABODT TO SIGNAL THE PRESENCE OF AN ENEMY.

A FLEET OF GOTHAS READY TO PROCEED AMONG THE CLOUDS.

belonging to the Royal Flying Corps were
lying on the aerodrome at-·- - in France,
"in line," head into the wind, this being the
second offensive patrol for that day. My
machine was placed second last on the left
flank.
At 7.55 a .m. all engines were
stn.rted up and tested, each pilot making
himself satisfied that everything was correct

mate turn of lOOOft.
Unfortunately, the
machine allotted to me for the patrol was
of a type which I had never had an opportunity to fly before. The machine I had
been accustomed to was changed previously
for one of the latest scout machines. It
was difficult to understand at once · the
differences in the new engine. At IOOOft.
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it got a bad mixture, and petered out,
leaving me with no option but to land at
once-which 1 did successfully on the
aerodrome. The engine was re-tested, and
the machine examined, and I started again,
this time successfully.
.
Some minutes had elapsed since the departure of the remainder of the patrol, now
well out of sight, although it was a beautifully clear day, with only a few clouds of tl;ie
cumulus type in the sky. I decided to
go over the lin'es to a place the squadron
generally frequented, my idea being to
rejoin it there. But an hour passed, and
I saw no sign of the patrol, so I continued
to fly in a triangular fashion, waiting for
them to appear. Except for a few twoseater British Artillery Observation 'planes
flying backward and forward in a figure '' 8' '
some 6000ft. below me, signalling by wireless to the battery the correction of every
round fired, I was alone. ·
Suddenly, looking in the vicinity of Douai,
I saw several German Albatross' ·Scouts
of the single-seater type flying towards me.
They seemed to be on the same level as
-about 10,000ft., and approximately thr:~e
miles away.
I began to consider my
position. Should I attack or draw out? I
chose the former, and immediately opened
out my engine and began to climb, in order
to have the advantage of height.
This
accomplished, I made straight for them,
approaching apparently unnoticed, having
flown in and out of clouds the whole time.
On reaching a position directly above them
-about 200ft. higher, I cocked my machine
gun, opened my sights, shut off the engine,
and dived on them, firing on the machine.
which appeared the most favorable target.
The Albatross scouts, taken unawares, pro·
ceeded to carry out their usual mode of
defence, by turning upside down.
Afterwards they decided to fight.
I might mention, German Albatross
machines are flown only by pilots who,
according to information received from captured officers, have to prove their efficiency
by flying in two-seater machines in the
:fighting zone for a certain number of hours,
doing
reconnaissance
work,
artillery
observations, and taking photographs. They
are estimated to have a SDeed of 125 miles
an hour, flying level, and are fitted with a
120-160 h.p. Mercedes engine, which may
be started by a magneto fitted to the pilot's
compartment. The German idea of fighting in this type of machine is to steal on
their adversaries from below, and, on reach-
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ing a certain position, to "stall" quickly,
that is, to fly the machine in a vertical
position, nose uppermost, the object being
to bring the machine gun to bear, firing
the whole time, before the 'plane loses
speed. 'l'hen it hovers, and finally ends in
a vertical nose dive.
It is believed they
fight from below vvith the idea of beating
u' hasty retreat when occasion demands, as
the fighting usually takes place over the
Hun lines. But this method of fighting is
not alwavs effective or successful.
\Vell, to resume. 'l'he Germans, observing I was alone, became bolder, and
attacked. Keeping the advantage of .height
I kept nose-diving and climbing, firing my
gun as.opportunity offered. Suddenly, one
of the Albatross' rolled clumsily, then it
side slipped, and finally went spinning
towards the earth. I had secured a "hit."
The next moment I was plunged into
utter darkness. A chance shot had been
successful.
I can only attribute my return to our
own lines to a subconscious effort and the
stability of the modern flying machine. The
machine I was using must have b'e en heading West at the time I was bit, and flying
by the assistance which, although unconscious, I was yet able to render, showing
that after experience in the air, flying
becomes second nature.
A LAMENT.
{Some Way After Byron.)
Bumble-bee is an R.F.C. pseudonym for the De
Haviland Aeroplane.
Ten little bumble bees taking off in line,
One hit a sycamore and then there were nine.
Nine little bumble bees flying fast and straight
One got a nasty bump arid then there were eight.
Eight little bumble bees climbing up to Heaven,
One struck an Archibald and then there were seven.
Seven little bumble bees, attacking in a dive,
One met another one and then there were five.
Five little bunfble bees way above the floor;
One saw the Hun machine and then there were four.
Four little bumble bees fighting fast and free,
One said his engine corked and then there were
· . .thr.ee.
Three little bumble bees scrapping in. the blue;
One came all over queer and then there were two.
Two little bumble bees hiding in the sun,
One had a cross feed jam a nd then there was one.
One little bumble bee faint but still pursuing,
He hasn't come back yet-nothing further doing.

THE WIRELESS DRAMA.
By ALFRED NOYES.
The world at large hardiy realises the
immense changes which have been wrought
in its own life by the invention of wireless
telegraphy.
The greatest changes always
come quietly, and the new era has dawned
without our knowing it, an era as different
from that which preceded the invention of
"wireless" as the age of steam from all
preceding ages. But the change has been
far more quiet than any other of the historic
world-changes; perhaps because it is the
most important of them all.
The few
people who have practical knowledge or
experience in the subject are, of course,
wide awake to the change; but the great
majority of people look upon "wireless" as
a mere adjunct to the more ordinary telegraphic methods, and probably as a less
satisfactory and certain. The simplicity,
and, at. first sight, the seeming triviality, of
the apparatus employed has probably something to do with this. Certainly, it is not
realised that space and time have practically
been annihilated by the discovery that
messages can be sent at a pace of two
hundred thousand miles a second; so that a
message from Europe may reach America in
about one-sixtieth part of a second. Nor
is it realised to what an amazing extent the
whole world has been quickened into organic
unity by this single invention. It is as
though the body civilisation (and Germany)
had acquired a great nervous system. It is
a significant fact that, despite even the
conflict of Armageddon, the ;processes of
science ar'e knitting our world more and
more closely into an organised body. The
messages, the news, and the Arabian fairy
tales- transmitted as news by Germany, are
instantaneously read and written down by
everv one of her enemies_ The world has
bee<;~e much more than "a whispering
gallery." It is more comparable with a
single human body and mind . Even when
we are at war it is like a mind at war with
itself, endeavoring to suppress a criminal
instinct or a . vicious passion.
I know
nothing more strongly enthralling than the
first actual experience of this ethereal contract with our enemies.
It happened to
myself quite unexpectedly at a flying school
in the West of England . It was a day of
wild rainst0rms and endless. mud. The place
was one of the loneliest, and nothing could
have seemed more remote than the battlefields of Europe . I went illto one of the
6l

little wooden huts, and there was a young
operator quietly writing down a German
message (probably a romantic one) direct
from Berlin. I was allowed to listen for
a short time to the buzzing of the code ;
and, though it was strange to realise that
one was listening to sounds made in Germany, it was even more strange "Go realise
that this intimate whispering and listening
was going on all over the world night and
day.
The centre of the romance of wireless is
probably the apparatus on the roof of the
Admiralty in London. Some day one hopes
that it may be written ; for, if it were done
adequately, it would surpass the most glowing tales of Hakluyt . The crowds that pass
that sober old building in Whitehall hardly
guess at the sheer intensity of the wireless
drama that has been enacted there, without
any cessation, since the beginning of the
war. Probably the actors in the drama have
grown so used to it by this time that they
hardly notice it. Yet, as the messages come
in from ships at sea, messages of warning,
messages of appeal , messages of death, or
as the messag ~s go out, directing pack;etboat and liner,, patrol-boat and cruiser, or
giving clutls to the incessant hunt for the
submarine, it is probably true to say that
there has been no such centre of sheer drama
in the world's history; and this is chiefly
due to the invention of wireless . If Shakespeare were living to-day he would ; find
there such exits and entrances as hitherto
would have been impossible in the world. of
space and time .
The influence of all this upon naval
strategy needs no comment here ; it is a
matter for strategists, and the best strategy
for those who are not experts is silence .
Perhaps we shall win the war when this is
generally accepted .
But, on the human side, the development
of wireless is -of the most enthralling interest.
It used to be said that the romance of the
sea was offset by its monotony' . the severance for long periods in mid-ocean from the
rest of humanity. To-day our ships maintain an incessant conversation directly with
each other, and indirectly with all the
capitals of the world; and it needs no
modern dramatic critic to tell us that these
conversations are often the essence of the
most intense drama .
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It is a significant fact that, in the
Admiralty records of ships attacked by the
"U" boat, a: large number of masters report that the enemy's first attempt was to
des troy the wireless aerials by gunfire ; and
the adventures of the wireless operators
are among the most stirring tales of the
world-war.
The Anglo-Californian owed
her escape entirely to the pluck of the
operator, who was in an exposed position
abaft the bridge, while the ship was being
chased by a "U" boat. He sent out calls
for help, and was answered by various menof-war beyond the horizon .
Then there
followed the most amazing conversation
that was ever recorded in fact or fiction.
1'he men-of-war cross-questioned him on
every detail of his ship's course, speed and
appearance; every detail of the pursuing
submarine also. He replied with wonderful promptness and precision, adding fervently, "Hurry up, for God's sake.
Submarine firing like blazes." He received the
reply: "I am Cryptic.
Coming 33 knots.
Can you see my smoke?''
Cryptic then gave him instructions
as to the best course to steer, and,
at one stage, was able to prevent the
captain abandoning the ship by the sheer
encouragement of the wireless. The captarn
had actually stopped, owing to the severity
of, the fire, when the wireless message
came, urging them to hold on.
The submarine redoubled her bombardment as soon as the ship proceeded. The
operator's gear was flying all about him;
and once he sent a message to the Cryptic
saying: ''Cannot hear you.
Concussion.
Am lying on the floor . Broken glass all
round me.''
The Cryptic replied: "Keep your pecker
up, old man. Am firing to scare him. Can
you report result?"
The operator carried out his instructions
lying on the floor, and reported also the
wounded men on his own ship. This wireless drama worked up a climax when he sent
the message: "Hurry, hurry, hurry, submarine getting abeam to torpedo us'' ; and
then, as the wisp of smoke on the horizon
grew into something like a ship, the "U"
boat took fright and dived. The story did
not end here, for the next message from
the Cryptic was: "Repor~ her trail at intervals." But, as for the Anglo-Californian,
the operator's final message made a happy
E)nding: "I hope she stops down. It was
getting hot here. Don't worry about us.
Destroyers now alongside.••
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This was a case where the ship was
actually in process of abandonment when
the "wireless" came to the rescue. Possibly,
also, it was a case where the " U" boat, was
bagged; for , owing to the same invention ,
her position was very precisely reported to
a considerable number of armed ships.
The reader who wishes to know the value of
wireless in our naval operations may simply
multiply this case by the thousand, for it
is typical of what is happening night and
day over a great part of the world. It is
hardly too much to say that "wireless" has
arrived in the nick of time to save Britain
from losing the command of tlie seas . .
To listen in the wireless room of a ship
at sea during a storm i:; a most illuminating
experience. 'l'o hear distant ships talking,
without the slightest.ditnculty, through the
wildest weather, bv m eans of that
mysterious ether, is the nearest approach
one can make to the realisation of other
words than ours." A man would hav.e to be
a very hardened sceptic who would deny,
aHer that experience, the possibility of
"spiritual" discoveries, even to men walled
around with flesh. These are deep waters,
and I shall not attempt to fathom them
here or to explore them further; but there
are aspects of the world revealed to us by
"wireless." which certainly renew our sense
o{ the eternal miracle of the universe and
our own existence.
Now, to those who search the deepGleam of Hope and Kindly LightOnce, before you turn to sleep,
Send a message through the night.
Never doubt that they'll receive it.
Send at once, and you'll believe it.
Think you these aerial wires
Whisper more than spirits may?
Think you that our strong desires
Touch no distance when we pray?
Think you that no wings are flying
'Twixt the living and the dying?
vVrecks that burn against the stars,
Decks where Death is wallowing green,
Catch the breath among their spars,
Hem the flickering threads between,
Quick, through all the storms that blind
them
Quick, with worlds that rush to find them.
You shall guide the darkling prow,
Kneeling-thus-and far inland ;
You shall touch the storm-beat brow,
Gently as a spirit hand ;
Even a blindfold prayer may speed them ;
And a little child may lead them.

MEN and
WOME

oftheFUTUR
HOW TO MAKE A FLYING MODEL
AEJlOPLANE.

It is one thing to design a model aeroplane and
another to make it fly, and the fault of a large
number of the published designs-very excellent in
theoretical points-is that they are quite hopeless
when it comes to the practical proof.
The best thing for a model maker to do is to
secure a well-known type and make one exactly
the same.
The model shown in plan and elevations in Figs. 1, 2, and 3 we are able, through the
kindness of the maker, to describe in these pages
with the necessary scale /drawings and enlarged
details.
The construction is simple and·· strong, and in
complete flying trim the model weig hs slightly
under 6ozs.
The type is known _as the "Canard" a nd apparently
the model fli es tail first-in reality there is no actual
tail, but a small adjustable plane, known as an
elevator, ' is fitted well ahead of tne main plane.
The "Canard" type is one of the easiest models
to fly as the elevation can be very readily altered by
bending a piece of steel wire as shown in Fig. 4.
It is usual to commence th e construction of a model
aeroplane by making the m ain fra"me or body, known
as the "fuselage, " using either picked silver spruce
or fine grained poplar. The former wood is the better,
but it is somewhat difficult to obtain in suitable
lengths and sizes for model making.
The main members of the fuselage are 36 inches in

Fig. 2.
0

length, and are 7-16 in. by 5-16 in. in the centre with
the ends gradually tapering to 5-16 in. by 3-16 in.
for a length of 9 in. These lengths are not used
63
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solid, however, but are channelled out with a gouge
to the sections shown in Figs. 14 and 15. The former
illustration gives the section to the centre, a nd the
latter the sh ape quite close to the ends. The inside
should be gouged out first, and then the outer edges
may be rounded off and smoothed up.
The two lengths should be joined at one end by a
triangular piece of wood fitted inside the channels,
gluing carefully and afterwards binding with carpet
thread or silk ribbon. The ribbon makes the neater
and stronger joint, but is rather more difficult to do
at first.
However, practice makes perfect, and the
difficulty is soon overcome.
The other ends of the lengths are held apart by a
strut or distance piece of split bamboo, 10~ in. by
3-16 in. by ! in. The ends of this piece, which is
shaped to a stream line form, are let into the channel
a short distance from the end, the remaining portion being filled with a piece of wood. The propeller brackets are made from stout brass, ~ in. wide
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and bent at right angles with 1-16 in. hole in
the end of one portion, as Indicated in Fig. 5.
This illustration also shows the method of binding
the bracket to the fuselage, the binding being continued to include the strut, which must be very
firmly bound, otherwise vibration will result and good
flights will be out of the question.
The frame is strengthened by two more struts
fitted in the channel and firmly bound, one being 12
in. from the front and the other 12 in. further to the
rear. The front rubber hooks are made in the usual
way from No. 18 S. \V.G. piano wire, and incorporated in the binding as shown in Fig. 4. This
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Fig. 3.

and piano. wire, the latter being used for the ends
of the plane, as clearly shown in Fig. 6.
The
bamboo for the leading edge is 29 in. by !, in. by
in. and the trailing or black edge is 36 in. long,
with the same width and thickness. The wire at
the ends should be fitted into grooves cut in the
wood and bound round as shown. The ribs are 6~
in. by ! in. by 1-16 in. and are fastened to the spars by
binding with thread. Each rib is bent over a hot
flame to give a curve of i in. one-third away from
the forward end-this is called the camber.
The elevator is made in the same way, but on a
smaller scale, the maximum span being 12 in., the
cord 2! in. and the camber ! in. Both main plane
and elevator are given a slight dihedral angle about
1 in 9 or 10, and they are covered with ordinary
prnofed silk or with Jap. silk proofed wi<h two
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Fig. 4.

illustration also shows the elevator mounting-a
piece of No. 18 S.W.G. wire 7 in. long being benl
in the centre to an angle of 30 deg. with the ends
bent down straight for ! in. let into the frame and
then securely bound. The holes in the frame should
be carefully drilled to avoid splitting, and the wire
should be bound for a distance of i in. along, and
then bent upwards ro about 6 degs. or 8 <legs.
Connected directly to the fuselage is the chassis,
the frame-work carrying the skid and wheels. It is

Fig. 6.

Fig. 5.

of the central skid and wheel variety, and is shown
in detail in the accompanying drawings.
Two V
shaped pieces of No. 18 gauge wire are bound to
the side members as shown in Figs. 7 and 8. The
apex of each V is soldered to an 11 in. length of
the same wire as that which forms the axle for the
wheels.
The skid made from a split bamboo to 17 in. by
3-16 in. by t in. is bound to the middle of the
axle and supported at the rear by a vertical wire

coats of thin spirit or shellac varnish, which is also
used to paint the fuselage. The planes can be
attached by rubber, or may be fastened securely with
string.
The propellers are 9 in. in diameter and the tips
are bent round to an angle of 60 degrees to the
shafts, or in other words to 30 degs. to the circular
line of travel. This gives an approximate pitch of
14 in. The shafts are soldered to a strip of very

Fig. 8.
Fig. 7.

strut, as indicated in Fig. 9. This strut is attached
to the main frame distance-piece, which is almost
above it. The forward end of the skid is curved
upwards to allow the model to ride over small
obstacles when starting from the ground.
The
wheels should be either celluloid or aluminium discs
8 in. 1n diameter, and may be kept in position by
means of small washers soldered to the axle.
The main plane is made of split yellow bamboo

thin tin previously wrapped round the centre of the
propeller. The propeller blades should be bent ro
shape over a blue flao.e and, if coated with two or
three lots of shellac varnish, will retain their shape.
\Vhen the model is first used six strands of elastic
should be fitted to each propeller, but when it has
been tuned up and some experience has been gained
in a few flights, the propellers may be bent to an
angle of 45 deg., and a little more elastic added.
Th is will produce longer flights, but care must TJe
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taken not to overdo the increased power.
The propellers should, of course, be woun•l up in
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ICHABOD! (By Ethel Turner)
(Continued from Page 46.)
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Fig. 9.

opposite directions, and to ease the work of winding it
is possible either to buy or make geared " ·inders.
\VheP complPte the model should balance at a
point of 1~ in. ahead of the leading edge of the main
plane, and 111 order to get this point correct the
main plane should be adjusted before being finallv
secured in position.
Tha model has proved a consistent flyer, and wilJ
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Thev resumed their tunics with an an· of
modest depreciation; the:y: sat down again
at the little table, and once more fell to
bhe amiable work of holding tiny cups to tlie
lips of dolls.
Scooter, who had been absolutely rooted
bo the ground, drew a long, long breath;
then he tum ed a wa \" vri t hon t a soli tarv
word, and slowly and heavily and with hi"s
sholilders drooping, walked back along t.he
garden path towards the house.
Moira's gaze fo~lowed him. He seemed
to have grown smaller; there was something
almost pitiful about him-he reminded her
of Bingo after a fight \\-ith another dog,
coming home limping and with his tail between his legs. As he finally disappeared.
behind the toolshed a tear of intensest
sympathy started to her eye.
[We hope to provide many attractive
stories from the pen of Miss Ethel Turner
in subsequent issues of "Sea, Land, and
Air. "-Ed.]

1~

Fig. 10.

easi~y average a fifty or sixty second flight after
leav111g the ground. Care should be taken to lubricate the elastic with a soft soap solution and to
slacken off the strands when the model is not being
used.

Mr. G. E. Hopcroft, a noted English avia!or, ha,
given some good hints on flying a model plane.
His advice is to hold th.,_ mon:>plane about the level
of your shoulder and start by sending it lightly for-

NEW DUTCH OWNEQS.
Quite a number of ' new shipping firms ha,·e been
established in Holland during the past two or threemonths. The largest of these concerns is the MijKustvaart, Rotterdam (capital £166,666), which will
be occupied in North Sea Shipping. The Stoomvaart
Mij. Delobe (Rotterdam), has been founded with a
capital of £8,333, and Hammersteins Reedereibedryf
(Rotterdam), with a capital of £41,666. The Nederlandsche Stoomvaart, Mij. Bestevaer (founded during
the war), has increased its capital from £21,666 to
£166,666.
VEQY QOUGH LUCK.

Fig. 11.

Daughter (reading letter from brother in France):
"Dear mother and sister, the pudding you sent
was 'it.'"
Mother: "What a shame! \Vith one of those
whizz...bangs, I suppose."

Fig. 12.

ward. You will have to test it to get the exact angle
at which the tail should be so.t. If the aeroplane
shows a tendency to dive dowmYards raise the tailplane' slightly; if it tries to "stand upon its tail"
lower it. An eighth of an inch either way will make
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SOME PQACTICAL INFOQMATION.
Old Farmer (to soldier son just returned from the
Front): "Well, Dick, what be these tanks like that
there's so much talk about?"
Son: "Why, they're just wobbling thingamabobs,
full o' what-you-may-call-'ems, and they blaze away
like billyo ! "
Old Farmer: "Aye, I heard they was wonderful
things, but I never could get no details afore."
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Fig. 15.

a great difference. If you find that your machine
shows a tendency to turn to the right-or possibly
the left-try a smaller propeller.

LATEST NEWS !'QOM THE FQONT.
Uncle: "The French have captured four hundred
more metres from the enemy."
Auntie: "How splendid! That should help to put
a stop to those dreadful gas attacks."

.
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From Our Special Correspondents with the Forces,
Exclusive to " Sea, Land and Air."
I got back to the Squadron in time to take part in
the operations rhat are no\\· in progress, and shall
always feel pleased about that. Our camp was very
close to the front line, and consequently we got the
full benefit o.f all the artillery fire that was going.
It was a great change for everyone to be up and
doing after so many months of comparative inactivity,
which must have caused your people in Australia to
wonder what the dickens was toward in Palestine.
Generally speaking, it would appear that on our side
at any rate nearly everyone knew that big events
were impending, and the surprising thing was that
the enemy seemed to be in ignorance of the bother
that was coming his way. His positions at Gaza
and Beersheba were naturally strong ones, and for
that matter the whole 25 miles of front he held was
made as formidable as months of preparation could
make it. He appears co have completely underestimated Gen . .-\llenby. :'1-1aybe he was· going on
previous operations here. He also appears tO have
come a cropper in regard to the number and calibre
of the guns ,,.e had facing him. The artillery fired
from our side with what I thought in my inexperience \\"as tremendous force. When the bump did
come, however, I very soon modified my views on
artillery activity. It was like what I imagine the
"Crack of Doom" will resemble, and strange.fy
enough, just when things were humming
round
their maximum, a violent storm of thunder and lightning broke a long the whole front. The effect was
appalling and the noise nerve racking. The attack
was launched in due course, right \\·here the Faithful
were apparently least expecting it. Their main positions \Vere turned by an outflanking movement from
Beersheba, and the result was disaster for the Unwashed. All things considered, they did mighty well
to get out of Gaza as they did, bur the satisfaction
over this must have beep. very _incomplete. They
dropped everything and simply ran for their lives.
ENORMOUS QUANTITY OF BOOTY
SECURED.
The amount of ,,·ar material we have taken is
simply enormous.
The ammunition alone is sufficient to support a fairly decent campaign for months.
You can form-and I suppose, for that matter, have
formed-an idea of how rapid has been our advan·ce
when you think of the time these operations havl'!
been under weigh, and the distance our troops have
already covered. J affa has fallen, and we expect to
hear to-night that J erusalern h'·s been taken. The
rout of the Turkish army is complete, and there is
reason for believing that their Teutonic friends regret
rather the amount of m·iation material thev had
collected on this front. \Ve have taken several of
their machines, and in one place captured one of
their aerodromes, from which they did not have
time to remove · the machines.
Unfortunateh', thev
burned \\·hat they could not take away, but i;., spite
of their efforts we collected a considerable amount of
stuff that will be very handy. Apparently, this was
a cro\\'d brand new from Germany, for the machines,
or remains of the machines that we h ave brought in,
are dated October, 1917-just a month old. Naturally, the destruction of a number of such up-to-date
aeropla nes has put us in good heart. Large quantities of bombs, petrol, oil, and other material have
come into our hands, in a ddition to certain machines
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?.s yet unpacked.
These machines are of the latest
pattern, and the fact that the enemy had not unpacked them seems to prove that our spectacular
advanc-. did not allow them very much time to consider the position. I understand that these latter
machines were captured on the trucks at -a · raihvay
station, together with other material. In the earlier
stages of their Grand Scoot the Turks left se\·~r;<l
traps, particularly in Gaza and in Beersheba. It
was not safe to touch even the most innocent looking
objects. Latterh·, however, our pursuit was too keen
to allow the Unspeakable time to prepare any ol
these surprise packets. It is impossible to give you
an idea of the position here just now, and it is a
thousand pities that there are not a dozen Specia l
Correspondents to do the whole thing justice.

THE ADVANCE A GREAT SURPRISE.
What does seem clear out of all the hullabaloo that
is going on, is that our friends, the enemy, were on
the verge of hopping into us. The mountains of
ammunition that have been taken indicate it. Apart
.from this we captured some weeks back a German
pilot and his machine complete, and the very angry
and disgusted man told us that we were on the edge
of one of the biggest surprises, and that soon we
would be in full retreat towards the Canal. How
surprised he must be now, when he listens to discussions about our fifty mile advance. Undoubtedly,
this will be a seyere blow for the Turk, not only
in '"ar material, but in loss of morale.
NAVAL FORCES PARTICIPATE.
Recent operations were largely shared by H.l\L
Na,·al Forces, an'd the R.F.C. The shooting of the
warships was a revelation, and in places they planted
their shells along the railway track in a manner that
suggested the \\"hole thing having been mathematically calculated. The work of our fliers has brought
the highest kudos from the Heads, and our squadron,
I am pleased to say, has particularly distinguished
itself. \Ve have dropped tons of bombs, and that
with mighty good effect, whilst our reconnaissance
work has earned the very highest praise. Up till
quite recently the Germans were a fairly good match
for us in the air, but we sprang a proper surprrse
on them lately, and enemy machines have simply
fallen like rain. The pifference between the old
aviation conditions, as regards the opposing forces,
and the state of affairs to-day, is that of night and
day. Raids, of course, can never be absolutely suppressed, particularly those of moonlight nights, but,
on the whole, our machines are far and away superior
to anything the Germans have on this front.
Moonlight nights are a source of very little satisfaction to us out here, and I have arrived at the
conclusion that for knocking the romance out of
moonlight there is nothing like a bit of what we
have gone through here. \Ve have many experiences
that in the pre-war days would have furnished food
for talk up to the oldest inhabitant stage, but which
are here looked upon as just p a rt of the day's work.
The other night we were watching one of our fliers
returning in the darkness, or, rather, semi-darkness,
and were properly put to rout when the machine we
thought ours c:immenced dropping bombs on us.
(Concluded on Page 69.)

Conducted by I{ona.
toward them is that resignation with its carefully
conquered exasperation.
Her attitude is that her
Speaking generallv, a woman has not the san1e
employer wouldn't take her if he didn't want her,
business capacitv as- a man. She has neither t110
and meantime she will not expend any more of her
po\:-ers of organisation, nor the staying power.
energy than she has to.
l here are won1en who have n1ade themselves
There is an excuse frequently put forward-women
business successes, but, in propon ion to the number
are not given a chance in business. This is not
o_f their sex in business to-day, these are very few.
true. Every business woman who ever got anywnere
Only a few days ago I noticed an account of the
yet was helped by business men. \Ve certainly have
to work against certain disadvantages-but no more
success ,of a. certain business .woman in the city
here. No\\·, 1f woman as a business success was the
than men did when they blazoned their trail.
rule, that woman who succeeded would not have
been h eld up ;is an example. It is because the
FOWLS AS AN INVESTMENT.
successful-really successful-business woman is so
I
heard
recently of a woman in a suburb of Sydney
rare that she is lauded at all.
who W'->s training her hens lo bring her in quite a
Perhaps this is not altogether the fault of the
nice little sum weekly. To those women \\•ho are tied
\\·oman. She may have education and intelligenceto the home, and \vho are anxious to make a little
but her intelligence is not de,·elopcd along the same
go a long way, this should be looked upon in the
lines as a man's. A man from his earliest youth is
light of an investment.
taken in hand and sho\\·n how to make two coins
You kno\\· that fowls shouid have a good-sized
out of one. A little girl's father never explains
run, with a moderate amount of green stuff and
politics or business to her as he does to h er brother.
shade. It is only necessary to commence in a small
She is reared on a system of "Don 'ts" that leads
way. You will grow with experience.
to passivity of conduct and thought. He gives them
Incubators are a great help to extensive breeding.
each a certain amoum of pocket money. The boy
but a broody hen is surer and more reliable. Be
is encouraged to spend his wiselv. If the girl spends
sure that _she is properly broody before setting.
hers foolishly, her parents laugh and shake their
Keep records of the doings of your hens--know which
h eads, and say, "lsn 't that just like a girl!"
hen lay;; which egg, and mark it. Then you will
Small wonder, then, that the g;rl in later years
know " ·hich eggs to set. Don't breed from any
thinks seriously of nothing but a rosy future in the
l;ird that has been seriously ill.
shape of husband and home. Even the working girl
Remember that laziness goes hand in hand wirh
pursues this a im, and she does it at the expense of
failure.
her employer. She just "marks time" until she
\\' hen your chickens a t e
hatched, give them
g ets married. Take, for instance, the case of a girl
nothing for the first twenty-four hours. Na tu re
I knew. She came to the office inexperienced, but
bright, and she was gh·en to a thr~e-pound-a-week · provides for this period.
A little and often is the correct way _to feed
clerk to break in. For the first two or three "·eeks
chickens.
it took most of his time. Later on she was transR egularity in feeding is of the utmost imp-o rtance.
ferred· to the office of the chief. Then it took the
Do not feed by measurement, but by appetite.
energy o.f another three-pound-a-week clerk to show
Fowls must have a variety of food if they are to
her the ropes. She had hardly been there a year
show good results.
when she le.ft to be married-a nd then was offended
Keep the. dri.nking water in the shade. If possible,
because she had nof bee n given a wedding present.
put the drinking pan under a tap, and a llo w the
How many men are satisfied wiih th eir stenowater to drip. If this is impossible, change the
,Q"niphcrs? Very few. They take them, not because
water consrantly,
especially during the summer
they want them, but because, as things are now
\veather.
constituted, they must haw <hem.
Their attitude
WOMEN IN BUSINESS.
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Have the houses well ventilated, without direct
tlraughts. Sulphur burned in the hen-house is a
g-:·ea t disinfectant.
Don't overcrowd the birds.
Doctor the ailing fowl before disease appears.
Tick is the commonest ailment. Rub methylated
spirits well in to the skin with a stiff feather.
l\farket your eggs twice a week to secure the best
prices.
THE PROUD DOMESTIC.
The independence of domestic 6ervants is told by
Princess Lazarovitch Hrebelianovich in her book,
"Pleasures and Palaces." Referring to the household in London of the 1hen .'\merican Ambassador,
she savs :One· day :YI rs. Lowell noticed a few unco,·ered
inches in a corner of one of the rooms of the embassy that the furnishers had overlooked when laying
down a carpet. As she had• a piece of carr.et
sull1cient to cover the bare spot, she rang for one
of the men servanrs and asked him if he would
kindly tack it clown for her. He drew himself up,
offended.
"I beg your pardon, your ·excellency," he said,
.. 'hut it is not my place to do that. I will ring for
Alfred."
Alfred appeared, and his answer to the same
request was, "I beg your pardon, your excellency,
but it is not my place to do that. I will ring for
Charles."
And Charles came with the same answer. Th.ey
stuck their noses in the air and looked "·ith disdain
upon the humiliating hammer and tacks. ~!rs.
Lowell h a d ·them sta nd in a row while she procPecled
to nail clown rhe small piece of carpet, and then she
instantly dismissed them from her service.

March 15, 1918.

purple? This would be a welcome change from the
everlasting blue or black. Buff-colored collars and
cuffs, with the indispensable embroidering of dull
purple, should strike exactly the right note.
The Importance of the Collar.
Perh'.3-ps the collar plays the most important part
of all rn a garment of any description, and particularly is this so in a coat-frock. The sailor shape
looks best always, and is very popular just now.
Made of crepe de chene or crepe Georgette, with
the corners daintily embroidered in silks ot two or
three different shades, they will make a great difference to your frock. They are especially pretty when
carried out in a deep creme or biscuit shade.
Your Old CoaMrock.
Don't put it aside because it is a little faded. Try
what effect white pique cuffs, pockets, and collar
will have.
HYGIENIC FU~NISHING.
Very few innovations of any note have been
invented since the war, novelties being practically at
a discoun t, yet, nevertheless, a notable one may be
chronicled with some porcelain finished fitments. All
sorts of things are made in this unique production,
bathroom fittings, mirrors, trays, cupboards, bookrails, towel rails, chairs and m any other a r ticles,
and all h ave the same supreme claim to our careful
consideration.
For porcelain finished fitments spell cleanness.
They are just like porcelain itself, it being quite
difficult to detect anv difference.
They will not
chip, crack, cannot be scratched with ordinary
dusting-most important of all--<lo not show dirty
finger-marks.
For clpanliness, therefore, they are unsurpassed,
a nd in rhei r undisturbed whiteness look the picture
of freshness from beginning to end, being cleaned
without difficulty.
0

THE COAT·FR OCK.
Of all the caprices of Dame Fashion, the coatSOME FACTS WORTH KNOWING.
frock, inaugurated last year, seems to be endowed
To Clean Silver,-Care should be taken in the use
with the longest life. It appears to have come to
elf silver. It is not advisable to use soap and water .
s tay.
..\ paste should be made consisting of four parts of
There are so many ideas that can be followed in
m ethylated spirits to two parts of liquid ammonia,
m:iking one of 1hese s imple, yet smart, garments,
mixed wirh whiting. Apply the paste to the article
that the "sameness" of which so many women
to be cleaned, allow it to dry, then rub off with a
complain in connection with the coat-frock can l5e
soft cloth and polish with a chamois leather.
·easily avoided even by the home dressmaker.
Chip Straw .Hats.-To thoroughly dean a straw
Take, for instance, the n ew craze for wool emhat, the following simple method should be embroidery. A simply-made dress, embroiJered with
ployed: Pm h alf an ounce of oxalic acid into a clean
pan and pour into it sufficient hot water to thoroughly
"these bright colored motiTs, would look very smart.
Thf'::;e can be Y~rJ.' easilv made ai- hon1e and transcover the hat. Put the ha\ into the liquor and let
ferred to the costume - when it arrives from the
it remain for a few minutes, holding it down with
a clean stick. Dry in the sun . Then put into a
dressmakers. As a rule, a dressmaker does not
cardboard box with a saucer of sulphur, and close
like doing these herself, or if she does she usually
lhc lid. Care must be taken that the su lphur is
charges a high price for them.
burning well. Let the hat remain for a few hours,
Get some canvas, and cut out the design required.
and the result will be very satisfactory.
T hen select a wool with a well defined cord and
Lime Water.-Put a piece o.f unslaked lime into a
stitch over the pattern, using - the satin stitch for
perfectly clean bottle and fill up wirh cold water.
preierence, though this will depend largely on the
Keep corked in a cool, dark place. It is r eady for
nature of the pattern itself. There are many stitches
tl1at can be used to advantage. If you have not a . 1""' in a few minutes. vVhen the water is poured
off, add more.; this may be done three or four times,
·tLesign in your mind's eye, tra nsfers can be procured
wh en more ltme must be added. A teaspoon in a
cured at a very small cost. Use bright colors, a nd
:·trp of milk is a remedy for children's summer coma variety of them, to produce that Oriental effect.
.,!;iint, also for acidity of the stomach. ·when put
Greens, reds, blues, and a dash of yellow, not too
into milk that would otherwise curdle, when hea t ed,
-pale, would look very well.
it prevents cu rdling; so that it can . be used for cookIf the frock is of s ilk, embroider with silk, outing
purposes. I t also sweetens a nd purifies bottles
lining the design with gold thread.
Any queer
that have contained milk. A small quantity put into
design will do.
cream or milk will prevent it souring.
,
When you are choosing th e color for your nev,.,
To Keep Milk from Souring.-A small quantity of
coat-frock, with the advent of autumn so close ac
boracic acid added to the milk will keep it from
hand, your mind reverts to navy blue or black as
souring. It can be kept several days by this mea:1s.
the inevitable choice. Have you thought of a dull
1
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against the legs of the man who is wearing goatbair stockings, the water merely runs down the outside of the stockings-it does not soak in as is the
case with almost any other fabric. Thu~ the man
who has a pair of first-class ankle boots with putties
and insid€'. the putties a pair of goat-hair stocking~
over a thin pair of cashmere or woollen socks is
just as proof against wet as the man with a pai; of
heavy field boots, and a good deal more comfortable,
and no m~re weight than a pair of woollen stockings;
they are, in fact, very useful things for winter work.

FOR REMEMBRANCE.
"The survivors, who were shelled in their boats,
drifted for four days. "-Daily Paper.
Voices there were, and Things with woeful eyes,
Dripping and grey as Fear,
By the boat's side, as though they tried to rise,
Splashing to make us hear.

MUFTI AND UNIFORM.
THE ALL·QOUND SMOKE~.
Numbers of cigarette cases have been devised for
the cigarette smoker, and numbers o.f contrivances
have appeared to satisfy the soldier-man who smokes
a pipe, but there is a class of man who likes a
cigarette at times and a pipe at times, and a combination designed to minister to both his needs is
distinctly welcome, as well as novel. It is of the
folding kind, being in appearance like that cigarette
case, which holds about thirty in two rowi; facing
each other, but in this case there is one side of
the case devoted ro cigarettes, while the other is
rubber-lined, waterproof, and Yery nearly airproof,
and capable of holding a couple of ounces of most
kinds of tobacco. The Gase itself is made of pigskin,
with light metal frame fitted inside to prevent
crumpling and damaging of cigarettes, and it is
light and neat, and as hard-wearing as really good
pigskin usually is. A variant is the cigarette case
pure and simple, which holds anything between thirty
and forty cigarettes, according -.o the size o.f the
cigarette, and, folding in two, fits comfortably inside
a tunic breast pocket. This is a lso m ade of pigskin,
with light frame embodied and out of sight, and it
will satisfy the daily needs of the most exacting
smoker of coffin nails, or other brand.
In both
cases these articles are of the very best material, and
make, and may be relied on for hard wear under the
;1dverse circums.tances of campaigning life.
A GOOD COMBINATION.
Very few people know the useful qualities of goat
hair. It differs from wool in that, while wool will
retain moisture, goat hair rejects it. You m a y soak
a pair of goat h a ir stockings in a bowl of water,
and then wring them out, and they will be as cfiy
as if they had never been near water-and the same
cannot be said of woollen articles, for wool reta ins
a certain amount of moisture. A good combination
is m ade by wearing a pad of thin cashmere or woollen
socks or stockings, and · over them, for winter,
putting a pair of goat hair stockings, which will
keep out all the moisture that may h appen to drive
through a pai·r of putties. For the stuff is naturally
wet-resisting; it is not m erely that it is watertight,
for no pair of stockings, unless they are rubbered,
can be called warertight, but this stuff simply rejects
moisture, and if you dash a bucket of water

The sea seemed full of dead that could not sink,
And women's little hands
That clutched and clung, with wedding-rings ablink.
Nurse, take away their hands!
Voices there were, as wind thro' 11aKed trees,
Called to us from the wave,
Behold ! we make the freedom of the seas
The freedom of the grave.
They shelled us, too, this knightly, cultured throng,
These children of the light;
Angels in spectacles, who can do no wrong,
Because their books are right.
\Ve left the ship,
heav'ns,

whose

stern now stabbed

the

.

And thro' the swirling mists
\Ve rowed us into battle. Four-point-sev'ns
'Gainst men with naked fists!
Voices there were, the noise of fools and blind ;
Dead, hopeless monotones ;
Cried, See ! th e bright sword of our Mind
Hath won an empery of bones.
- " The \Vireless World."

With Allenby in Palestine
(Continued from Page 66.)
Our interest in the return of our night fliers has
evaporated somewhat since then, and we feel rather
relieved to hear the m.achines hit the ground.
I saw
a very fine aerial combat over the aerodrome the very
day of my last return from hospita l. The Hun was
no match for our man or m .a chine, and h e crumpled
up at 2000 fee t, dropping like a stone. It was a
melancholy fact that I felt as pleased as if someone
had given me a fiver. In the old clays a thing like
that would have been exploited by the press for days.
Here it is summed up and disposed of by "We
brought down a hostile machine to-day." \Ve learn,
and we unlearn by this war. No one ever thinks
of the relatives and friends of those killed, and as a
m atter of fact a death only excites more tha n passing
comment when the deceased happens to have been a
friend. Then the event is usually passed over by the
remark, "Poor devil! H e 's taken the knock at
last!" It will take those of u s who get back a long
time to settle down to the old conditions of things
ag-ain.

Questions

& Answers

This section of the magazine is placed at the disposal of all readers who wish
to obtain information on subjects that come within the scope of the publication, but
the Editor would like the following rules observed:1. Questions should be written on one side of the paper only.
2. Queries should be as clear and concise as possible.
3. Name and address must accompany all questions. A nom de plume may
be used for publication.
·
4. Questions will not be answered by post.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWE~S.
The following question reached our office before
the first issue went to press, and our answer is
appended.
Question: "Re Armstrong Valve. I heard that
there was one of these in use on one of the steamboats travelling to the nonh-west, and that it was a
decided improvement on the valve being used by the
Commonwealth. Perhaps my information is not
correct."

Answer: "Armstrong Valve appears to be somewhat of a mixing up of terms generally used in this
work. 'Valve' is most frequently used by the British
owing to their recognition of the fact that this new
instrument owed . its birth to the Fleming Valve.
Edwin Armstrong is a citizen of the U.S.A., and
so far as is known has never patented or dealt
commercially with other than the well-known 'Armstrong Circuits,' which are merely methods of applying the modern forms of valves in practice. 'Armstrong Valve' is therefore only another mune to add
to the already lengthy list applied to what is now
generally accepted, as the 'Magnifying Valve,' in
Great Britain, and the 'Audion' in U.S .A. Owing to
the extensive advertisement which American research has been given during the last few years
American terms and methods have received a preponderance of recognition all over the world, whereas
British advancement has progressed practically in
obscurity owing to the war and also because it was
recognised that until lately the valves were too
tricky in other than expert hands. As the result
of a lnw suit in U.S.A. receatly, the American
'Audion' was proved an infringement of Fleming's
ml ve. This has largely cleared the atmosphere for
the fruits of British research to be placed on the
market in the shape of a magnifying valve which
can be combined in a receiving or trnnsmitting
system to exhibit the properties of stability, simplicity and .sensitivity.
"The aim of all research has been to combine
maximum sensitivity with maximum stability and
arrange the vctlve tu operate with the simplest of
other elements necessMy to form ·,Jie complete
systen1. The 'A.udion' nin1s at se nsitivity and ~ers
it by working on a peak clrnracteristic, but in doing
so sacrifices stability and complica·, es the other
necessary clements in combination with it. Hence rt
is necessary to place it in practised hands to produce
the results it is designed to give .
"The Brirish practice is to use a valve of such
sensitivity that the stability is not endangered, and
by placing bulb,; in series. or 'cascnding' them, any
desired degree of sensitivity is obtainable, with constant stability and entailing only a wry small increase in accornpnnying elernents in con1parison to
the 'Audion,' \\·hich entails a duplication of com-
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plete system for every duplication of bulb and a big
reduction in stability at each duplication.
"The Amalgamated \Viteless Company's standard
magnifying valve receiving set uses three valves and
receives and amplifies either damped or undamped
waves, wireless telephonic speech, or amplifies effects
from any other design of receiver and also can
transmit damped or undamped waves for severa l
miles.
"For undamped wave reception the first valve
generates oscillations, which 'heterodyne' or produce
'liea<s' with the incoming signals, the second and
third valves amplifying the beats and delivering to.
the 'phone. For clamped waves the first 'valve
converts the signals into an audible frequency, and
the second and third again amplify.
"The range takes in wave lengths from 200
metres up to anything desired and the only operating
controls arc two
inductances, two capacities, ,,
coupling, and two switches, one to approximate wave
length and the other to determine the method of
reception."
D~YS GETS A ~ECQUIT.
A . keen ten:perance a~vocate was addressing a
meetrng on his pet sub1ect. "I should like," he
declared, "to take every bottle of wine and every
bottle of beer, and every bottle of spirits and sink
them all to the bottom of the sea.··
A man at the back of the hall jumped up excitedly
shouting, "Hear, hear l Hear, hear!"
'
The lecturer paused in his remarks to beam
delighted approval on the interrupter.
"Ah, my friend," he said, "I see you are a good
teetotaler; a man made of the right stuff."
"'Oh, no," said the man, "I a1n a diver."

HAD T~IED THE CUJ{E.
Doctor: "Your throat is in a very bad state. Haveyou ever tried gargling with salt water."
Skipper: "Yes. l 've been torpedoed six times."
HOT STUFF.
The rally of boy scouts had been a great success.
and the small bugler beamed with a conscious pridf"
when the scoutmaster spoke to him.
"Have you learnt all the calls yet, my son?"
"Nearly all, sir."
''Do you know the assern nly? ''
"\'""es, sir."
''And the fire alarm?''
"N-no, sir."
"What would you sound if a fire should break
out?"

The youngster thought for a moment.
"Er-er-' lights out,' I suppose," he stammered
at last.

I
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News and Notes
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SHIPBUILDING FOR NEUTRALS.
C lyde ship-builders are in receipt of important offers
from Nonvegian shipping firms to build a large
number of c·argo vessels, delivery to be as soon as
possible aftc:r the end of the war. The Norwegians
offer a minimum of £30 per ton dead-weight, and
even higher, but ou r ship-builders ha\·e r.atriotically
refu sed to tender.

SHIPPING VALUES IN JAPAN .
According to the Japan Chronicle, a .small steamer
of 900 tons, built 28 years ago, has recently been
sold for £50,500, or £56 per ton. The value of
ships is increasing on account of the continued rise
in chartering rates. A steamer was chartered for
a vear for the North American Service, at the record
rate of ;-[4, but this record was quick ly broken by the
char ter of a ship of 8,800 tons at £4 7s.

tha t is certain to be experienced when the war is over.
The extensions at the yard of Robert Thompson
and Sons,
Ltd., So"uthwick, Sunderland,
are
nearing completion.
An area of six acres has
been raken m·er, and three berths have been
enlarged to take vessels up to 500 feet in length.
There is a lso space available for a berth for smaller
,;hifJs, and this will be utilised a s · necessity arises.
;-.; e,\· sheds are being erected in close proximity to
the berths, in order to facilitate construction. When
the improvements now in progress are completed,
there will be employnwnt for extra workmen to the
extent of bet ween 300 and 400. In addition to the
important p roject which Lord Furness has initiated
on the Tees for a shiprnrd and dry docks, it is now
r eported tha t Ropner and Sons, of Stockton, are
negotiating for over 3,000 square yards of add.itional
land for exten sion of their shipyards.

SWEDISH SHIPPING LOANS.

CANADA AND COMMERCIAL AVIATION.

In spite of handsome war profits, Swedish owners
continue to apply for loans from the funds established
for that purpose.
Recently the sum of £134,000
\\·as granted, the largest single amount being £33,100
to the Stockholm firm "Nord," for a new steamship
of (j 500 tons. Numerous ariplications for the new
half-~ear ..amount a lready to £311,000, including
£ 102,ooo applied for by ·the R eederei Nordstjerna n .
The Ia.st named firm is on the way to ranking with
the Transatlantic firm as one of the leading Swedish
line O\\·ners. Before the war, the Nordstjernan firm
o\\·ned 16 vessels (34,000 gr-Oss tons register), including three motor ships.· Up to the beginning.of 1917,
th~ fleet has been increased by 10 new vessels (including seven motor ships), a nd 50,000 tons. The firm
has orders for new motor ships placed in D enmark
and Sweden to the Yalue of more than £ 1,000,000,
the price per t on being exceptionally low, since the
contract was placed in 1914. The new vessels are
all to be pu t in service on the Company's lines to
South America, the \Vest Indies, and the Pacific coast
of North America: The comP,anyt applied for a loan
of .£41,500 in the summer of 1916, in respect of a
motor ship (6,450 tons), to be delivered in the autumn
of 1918. At t he instigation of the Minister of Finance,
this a pplication was withdrawn, and the new construction postµoned. Now the application is renewed
a nd it is still hoped to obtain the vessel some time
next year. The r eceipts for 1916 sufficed only to
pay for two motor ships, which should be d eliver ed
from Burmeister and \Vain this year. The Company
wishes for a loan of £61,000 to pay for their first
Swedish order, a 9,200 ton motor shiP., being built
by the "Gota" works, and due to run its trial on
October 30th, 1918. It is noteworthy that this company m akes such considerable use of the State loan
facilities, and, for the rest, pays for new constructions
from incom e, t he capital has not been increased.
The Transatlantic company is asking for a further
loa n of £27,~0 after haYi ng received a n advance
of £55,200 last year. The firm of Erik Brodius,
Stockholm (formerly Gefle), has applied for £33,100.
The largest Swedish owners are thus making free
use of the State loans.

Those in charge of affairs in Canada evidently
have no misgiving as to the future of aviation, as in
a statement issued by Sir Robert Borden, the
Premier, with regard to the policy of the new Union
Government of Canada, it is set forth, a mong other
tasks, in the following: The investigation of the
possibilities of a ir services for important national
services; the enactment of measures to encourage
settlement on the land.

A NEW GERMAN GIANT.
U rging the French Go\·ernment to strain every
ne·r ve to speed up the s upply of aeroplanes, the
"Temps" states that accordin g to a German aviator
prisoner the bombardment groups which the Germans
a re building in their endeavours to forestall the
American machines include a giant biplane with four
motors, employing bombs weighing over 660lbs.
The German aeroplanes made in the month of July
reached a total of 2,000, and no effort has been
spared to increase the number.

DANISH WAR LOSSES.
According to the Forsikrings Kongressen, the total
losses of the Danish merchant fleet during the fi rst
three years of the war amounted to 186 Yessels a nd
191,07.6 gross tons, distributed as follows : -1914,
seven of 9,292 tons (total); 1915, 23 of 23,832 tons;
1916, 56, of 57,566 tons; 1917 (seven months), 100
of 100,386 tons. These figures include only losses
covered by war insura nce.
The number of lost
Yessels exceeding a value of £ 27,600 was one in
·1914; two in 1915; 17 in 1916 ; a nd 34 during the first
seven months of 1917. The total value of the 186
lost vessels amounts to nearly £11,000,000 on the
basis of present insu rance values.

DEMAND FOR MEQCHANT TONNAGE.
T here are interesting developments going on at
scvernl North-East Coast of England ship-yards, in
preparation for the big demand for merchant tonnage
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ENTER THE WIRELESS
SERVICE AND SEE THE
WORLD

ENTER THE WIRELESS
SERVICE AND SEE THE
WORLD

There is no profession that offers such exceptional advantages as Wireless
Telegraphy.
The science is comparatively speaking a new one, and the field is large,
which indicates there is ample scope for the ambitious student.
111

We are reminded daily of the importance of Wireless in Naval and
Military Organisations, and there is ample evidence that at the conhostilities it will play an important part in commercial life.
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Therefore PREPARE NOW.
forget .

~

Begin To-day.

To-morrow you may

At the Marconi School the Student receives Tuition on the Actual
Apparatus and is Instructed by Experts in Theory and Practice.
A most important fact is that you can be trained in your spare time at no
extra cost.
Special Day and Evening Classes, also Correspondence Courses have
been arranged.

The Marconi School is the only School in Australia that gives
Complete Instruction for the First-Class Government Certificate of Proficiency in Radio-Telegraphy.
It is well to remember our students require no prior knowledge.

We Train Students for Naval, Military and Mercantile Appointments.
Write or call for pamphlets.

THE SUPERINTENDENT,
MARCONI SCHOOL OF WIRELESS,
J)7 Clarence Street, Sydney
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